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VARIABLE PRINT QUALITY 
SYNOPSIS 
Due to the great difficulties in working with caesium, investigation 
of the breakdown characteristics of caesium vapour in the Townsend discha-
rge (and of the alkali metal vapours generally) has been neglected 
compared to other gases (i.e. inert Ba~and hydrogen). In the present 
investigation a new technique has been developed ,.hich enabled the 
Characteristics of a caesium discharge to be determined in two Pyrex 
glass discharge tubes. Breakdown potential measurements at a fixed 
electrode separation have been carried out in the range of p d from 0.11 
o 
to 1 mm.Hg.cm., using nickel electrodes which were covered lvith caesium. 
Minimum breakdown potentials of 308 and 332V were found at p d of 0.22mm. 
o 
Hg. Also measurements of first Townsend ionization coefficients have 
been obtained in the range of E/p from 50 to 600 V.cm~mm.Hg~, which 
o 
enabled the second Townsend ionization coefficients to be estimated in 
t I 6 -1 -1 he range of E p from 525 to OOV.cm.mm.Hg. o 
Formative time-lags have been measured in Townsend discharge in 
mercury vapour using a stainless steel anode and liquid mercury pool cathode 
for a reduced pressure range from 0.5 to 5.8mm.Hg. The results covered a 
8 4 -1 -1 range of E Ip from 13 to 50V.cm.mm.Hg. In the range of E Ip bel~{ 
s 0 s 0 
350V. cm~mm.Hg~, the measured formative time-lags were found to depend on 
the gap geomet.ry. Analysis of the measured time-lags using Davidson's 
theory showed that the predominant secondary ionization processes leading 
to electrical breakdown were the emission of secondary electrons trom the 
mercury cathode by positive .ions (coefficient y) and by del~ed 
radiations(coefficient 0l/a ). These del~ed radiationlwere found 
to be produced in the volume destruction of the 3P2 metastable mercury 
atoms in tvTO body collisions with the ground state mercury atoms. Values 
of the coefficients y and ~l/ a have been calculated as functions of 
secondary process predominates 
at low values of E /p ,.,hile the y process is important only at high 
S 0 
E /p • 
S 0 
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CRAPI'ER I 
BASIC PROCESSES IN A LOW PRESSURE TOWNSEND 
GAS DISCHARGE. 
1.1. INTRODUCTION. 
The flow of electricity through a gas is often called a discharge. 
It was given that name many years ago (1), presumably because gases are 
normally very good insulators. It is of course well known that an elect-
rified body in a gas - air for example - retains its charge indefinitely. 
But when the air is exposed to ultra-violet light, X-rays, or radiations 
from radio-active material, the electrified body loses its charge, showing 
that the air has become conducting. 
The stuQy of gaseous conduction is classified into different discharge 
regions accorming to the current flowing through the gas fig( • ). 
The fundamental phenomenon that is common to all these regions is the 
interaction of electrons with the atoms of a gas with the production of 
ions and excited atoms. Any theory of gaseous conduction in an electric 
field attempts to derive relationships between the excitation and ioniza-
tion coefficients and the nature and state of the gas, the gas pressure. 
the field strength, the nature of the cathode and other parameters. 
The theory, nevertheless, is incomplete in itself without experimental 
data to support it and therefore experimental investigation of these 
parameters is required. In the glow and arc regions distortion of the 
electric field, by the high currents. adds difficulties to the understand-
ing of the fundamental processes taking place in the discharge. Such diff-
iCUlties can be eliminated by confining the ~asurements to the low current 
Townsend region and it is in this region in which this work has been 
carried out. 
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1.2 BEHAVIOUR OF ELECTRONS MOVING THROUGH A GAS UNDER 
THE INFLUENCE OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD. 
Consider a swarm of electrons moving through a gas under the 
influence of an electric field of very low intensity. Under these 
conditions the electron energies will be very small and the majority 
of them will suffer elastic collisions with the gas atoms (or 
molecUles). Cravath (2) shmTed that an electron l-Till lose approx-
imately 2.66 ~ of its energy in an elastic collision with a gas 
M 
atom, where m and M are the masses of electron and gas atom 
respectively. Since m« M in most cases, then the electrons will 
lOse only a negligible fraction of their energies and will be 
Scattered in all directions. But due to the influence of the electric 
field their path is bent until,if no further collisions occur, they 
on~e more travel parallel to the field. 
Now we have a swarm of electrons moving randomly in all 
directions with a mean random velocity, but possessing an average 
drift velocity in the direction of the applied field. 'nne drift 
and the mean random velocity are quite different in order of magnitude. 
At low electric field strengths the drift velocity is usually about 
three orders of magnitude less than the mean random velocity, 
however, as the field strengths increase to higher value$, fe'ltT 
electrons will be moving in directions other than the electric 
field direction and the drift and the random velocity "Till be nearly 
eqUal. The mean energy of the electrons and the electron energy 
distribution will be determined by the amount of energy gained by 
the electrons from the electric field and the energy lost in collisions 
- 2 
with gas molecules. At low gas pressure the collision frequency is 
ImT, or more precisely the electron mean free path, ). ,is large, 
and as the mean electron energy is directly proportional to ). , 
then the mean electron energy will be high at low gas pressures, 
but it the gas pressure is increased, the electron mean free path 
will be decreased, and consequently the electrons will suffer 
many more collisions with a corresponding loss of energy and the 
mean electron energy will be decreased. However, if the electric 
field strength is increased, so that the electrons can gain greater 
amount ot energy trom the field between collisions, the mean 
electron energy ,,-Till be once more increased. Hence it can be 
seen, that, it is the ratio ot the tield strength to the gas 
pressure, E/p, which will determine the ~an energy of the electrons 
~ving through a gas under the intluence of an electric tield. 
Usually the pressure p is reduced to the pressure Po at OoC. 
On the assumption that the gas atoms were relatively at rest, 
low energy electron densities were present, electronslost a fraction 
~r 
of it. energy in elastic collisions, no inelastic collisions occurred 
and the mean free path ot the electrons were independent of their 
velocities, Penning end Druyvesteyn (3) calculated the electron 
energy distribution tunction, given by 
':...§. , ~ 'E ) .... """ 
• C£~ ~.55 I ,£,,' . 
'\o7here i is the electron mean energy and C is constant. 
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Electron energy distribution f2 as a function 
of the energy e for the same mean energy e and 
the same number of electrons (the same area covered 
by the curve). ] e 
MAXWELL distribution: f2 (e) = C' e2 e ; 
~ -0.55 (,~)2 
DRUYVESTEYN distribution: f2(e) = C e 2 e / , e 
fif. .? 
The form of the distribution is shown in fig.(2) and is compared 
with Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for the same number of electrons. 
Although the equation does not predict a maximum energy, it can be 
seen that the curve approaches the energy axis more quickly than 
the Maxwellian, and has a smaller number of electrons with high 
energies compared to the large number of electrons with small and 
medium energies. 
So, ' any increase of the par~eter E/p will be followed 
by an increase in the mean electron energy together with an increase 
in the number of electrons in the high energy tail. Eventually 
energy will be lost by electrons to vibrational and rotational 
states of the gas molecules and to molecular dissociation, and the 
electrons in the high energy tail will be able to raise the atoms 
to excited states above the ground state with a corresponding loss 
of a large fraction of their energies. Further increase of the 
Parameter E/p provides the electrons with energies sufficient to 
cause ionization of gas atoms and thus causes further loss of their 
energies. Therefore, at very low mean electron energy the 
Druyevesteyn distribution will hardly change due to elastic coll-
iSions. But as the mean electron energy increases (i.e. as E/p 
increases) the electrons will start losing a large proportion of 
their energies in inelastic collisions and there will be also a change 
in their mean free paths {Ramsauer's effect (4». Under these 
Circumstances, the conditions laid down by Druyvesteyn in his 
derivation of the energy distribution function are not upheld. 
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Probably the effect of these inelastic collisions is to decrease 
the number of electrons in the high energy tail. Now the two most 
important inelastic collisions by electrons (excitation and ionization) 
will be discussed in more detail. 
1.3 ElCCITATION BY ELEX::TROl~ S 
An atom is said to beexcited when an electron is lifted from 
the ground level to a higher energy level. The most important 
energy levels and spectral lines of the neutral mercury atom are 
shown in fie.( 3). The probability of excitation to a certain 
energy level is often called the "excitation function ll , defined 
as the number of electron collisions leading to the required trans-
ition, divided by the total number of collisions per electron. 
This probability is, in general, of the order or smaller than 10-2 • 
'!'he reason for such low probability is, that, two conditions must 
be satisfied before an electron can excite an atom. 
a) The energy of the electron must exceed the excitation potential 
Of the atom for the particular level under consideration. 
b} Linear and angular momentum about the common centre of mass 
must be conserved. 
Thus the change in the angular momentum of the system, lSp , 
during the collision must balance the difference in the angular 
momentum of the atom in its initial and final state. 
5 
2~ P, 
o 20 c: nerg y 
Excitation Fune-tions P States Hg 
:fig . 4 
Hence 
1.1 
Where ~j=L + S, 6j is the change in the inner quantum 
number • 
L and S are the ol'bite.J.. and spin quantum numbers respectively. 
It follows from condition (b), that if an electron carries the 
exact energy necessary to exc;:ite an atom, it will be stationary 
after the collision and it has to hit precisely at the right angle 
to sa~isfy equation (1.1). Since only a negligibl& number of 
electrons fulfil this condition, therefore the excitation probability 
WOuld be expected to be zero at the critical excitation potential 
of a certain state. On the other hand, it would be expected that 
the probability of excitation to increase as the electron energy 
eXceeds the critical potential, as the electron itself can carry 
away the excess energy in a direction which satisfies the angular 
lIlomentum condition. This can be seen clearly from the excitation 
functions of the four P states of mercury shown in fig.( 4), as 
calcUla ted by Penny (5). 
(singlet-triplet) might have been expected to have 
roughly the same excitation function as each one of them has 
~=l, but as it can be seen from fig. ( 4), the singlet-singlet state 
has a large excitation function and broad maxima. On the other hand 
6 -
the singlet-triplet state has a 1m. excitation function and very 
sharp maxima. The reason for this difference as given by Francis(6) 
is ' that in singlet-singlet transition, the total spin quantum number 
S is unchanged and thus the spins of the two valency electrons are 
unchanged. In singlet-triplet transition, S changes from 0 to 1 
and hence one of the electrons must have its spin vector reversed. 
For elements with strong spin-orbit coupling like He this can be 
brought about by electron impact. For elements with weak coupling 
like He, the reverse of the spin vector can occur o~y when the 
impact electron itself is captured by the atom and one valence 
electron is expelled. This electron change can occur only in a 
narrow energy range and, therefore, the excitation function has a 
Sharper maxima than for Hg. Such necessary conditions are not 
attached to singlet-singlet transition nor to atoms with one valence 
electron (e.g. C atoms ) and therefore the maxim:' is broad. 
s 
When the atom is excited to a higher energy state, it may in 
lIlost . . . h· t t f b -8 c~rcumstances, rema1n 1n t 18 S a e or a out 10 seconds 
before it returns (directly or via other states) to the ground 
state, such state is called resonance state (or normal state) and 
the subsequent emitted radiation is called resonance radiation. 
However, it may be excited into a state from which it cannot fall 
Spontaneously, or at least the probability of such a transition is 
extremely small. Such a state is called a metastable state and the 
transition from this state to the ground state would break the 
1 -
selection rules (which are OL== 1 and oj=~ 1 or 0 and not from 
j = 0 to j = 0). It follows that the probability of the reverse 
process, excitation into metastable state from the ground state is 
very small or nearly equal to zero. Metastable states have a mean 
life-time of about 10-2 sees., but in most discharge conditions they 
are destroyed within this time either through collisions with ground 
+lJ~ 
states atoms and with dischargjlwall or by further excitation to 
normal excited states usually by absorption of light quanta. Meta-
stable states are usually found among the lower energy levels since 
there are few lower levels into ,.,hich the electrons can fall. 
Metastable states can be filled also by collisions of atoms in 
resonance states with atoms in the ground states. For example, in 
mercury discharge the metastable state 6 3p 0 can be produced in 
a COllision between an atom in the state 63Pl and an atom in 
the ground state as follows 
Hg(63p ) + Hg(61S ) + Hg(63p ) + Ha 616 ) + 6 1 0 0 0 
Due to the relatively long life of atoms in metastable states, 
they can pl~ a very important part in gas discharges by releasing 
seCOndary electrons from the cathode as "rill be seen in section (1.8.6). 
1.4 IONIZATION BY ELECTRONS. 
Ionization of an atom by electron can be regarded as an 
extreme form of excitation, in which the electron is removed to 
- e 
t 
IOJ C J J. . .tV JO.~ 
Ele ctrolll ~ ~nergy K 
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Measured values of the ionization efficiency Se as a 
function of the primary electron energy K. 
fig . 5 
. 
infinity. For an electron to do that its energy must exceed the 
ionization potential of the atom. Thus as we increase the parameter 
Tl./p, the mean electron energy will be increased ~ tlv"refore , electrons 
in the high energy tail of' the distribution will not only be capable 
of' eXciting the gas atoms but also of' producing singly charged 
POsitive ions; and with a further increase in energy the possibility 
ot production of multiplY charged ions arises. 
The ionization ef'f' iciency, S is, usually, defined as the number 
e 
Of ion pairs produced by one electron moving 1 cm. through the gas 
at a pressure 1 mm. Hg and 0 °0 f'ig. (5) shows measured values 
of'the ionization ef'fi:iency Se' as a function of' the primary 
electron energy K f'or various gases and vapours. Efficiency of 
ionization is zero for electron energy equal to the ionization 
Potential of the gas atom. The maxima. of S lies for the majority 
e 
of gases between about 80 &, 120 e'V. (with the exception of the 
aJ.kali vapours whose maxima is between 15 and 30 eV.) and the 
corresponding values of S lie between 1 &: 20 ionsl em. 
e 
It can be seen from fig. (5) that the rule that the ionization 
effiCiency is larger for lower ionization potentials is not generally 
applicable. 
So far it has been assumed that electrons collide with atoms 
in the ground state. A gas which has been previously ionized 
UsUally contains a considerable number of excited atoms and a large 
nUniber of' slaw electrons. Ionization can then be produced by a 
- 9 
relatively slQ~ electron of energy E , in collision with' an 
s 
atom Which has been previously raised to an ex·::!ited state E , 
e 
E > E. - E 
s 1 e 
Where Ei is the ionization potential of the atom. An important 
case arises when E e is a metastable level Em' since the chance 
ot a cOllision is greater th&l for a resonance level, due to their 
relatively long life. The rate of ionization by this process is 
Proportional to the square of the current passing through the discharge • 
. ~-\.. , 
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The quantities outlined above are determin~d from experiments in 
'Which mono-energetic beams of electrons are used. ;'Ieace the probability 
.; 
of ionization or the ionization efficiency Se cannot ~Je directly related 
to gas discharge conditions, unless the electron energy distribution is 
known. As it has been seen before it is the value of the ratio E/p 
Which determines the mean energy of electron swarm moving throush a gas. 
It the Value of E/p is changed, then not only will the electron enerror 
distribution be modified but the possibility arises of a change in the 
probabilities of excitation and ionization due to the change in the 
nUJnber of electrons in the high energy tail of the distribution. 
It is possible, however, to define a coefficient a ,similar 
to the ionization efficiency S under gas discharge conditions, as 
e 
tOllows: 
. If we consider n electrons moving through a gas at a pressure 
p under the infiuence of a uniform electric field E between two plane-
Para.uel electrodes, then the number of ion pairs dn produced by these 
electrons in a distance dx will be proportional to n and dx, thus 
dn = constant ndx 
(in. .andx 
Where the constant a is the electron multiplication factor and is 
known as the Townsend First Ionization Coefficient o~ the primary 
iOnizat O ° • 1.on coeff1C1.ent. 
If N" electrons per second originate from the cathode , xco, o _ 11 _ 
\ 
and th? <tn.t er-electrode se-pa:t"tli:i on :i~ a elL, then t ·:he nllrnb e~" Nd of 
electrons per sec., lfflich will appear e;t· the. anode, x = d, can be 
tound by integrating equation (1.5.1) as foll~Ys 
\:~ d .. \0 ~ dx 
0 
or Nd l'1 cd III e 0 
Which in terms of current can be expressed as (1). 
I • I o 
ad 
c 
1.3 
'Where the constant I is the photo electric current which is usually 
o 
Provided by external irradiation of the cathode. ~e factor ~ is 
defined as the average number of ion pairs produced from ionizing 
Collisions in the gas per primary electron advancing one centimetre 
in the direction of the applied field. As CI is , expected to change 
With the electron energy, it is usually measured at a constant ,,'E/p. 
The photo-electrons must advance a distance do before they acquire a 
constant mean energy and the ionization process becomes steady (9). 
Equation (1. 3) must therefore be altered to 
I III I ued-do) o e 1.4 
It is assumed in the above derivation that the field is uniform. 
theretore the current density should be so small that space charge does 
- 12 -
not disturb the field. The currents involved in these experiments are 
Usually in the range 1013 to 108 A(lO). A coefficient n analogous to 
Q can be defined as the average number of ion-pairs produced by an 
electron falling through a potential difference of one volt. The 
current equation can be written in this case as 
I = Ii, e n( V - Vo ·} 1. 5 
"'here Vft is a correction factor corresponding to d:;.. From their 
definitions, the coefficient n can b e related to a "by 
1.6 
In practice, either d or v can be treated as the independent variable 
and Q or n can be found from the slope of the curve of log I against 
d or V respectively at different values of the ratio E/p. 
~ince the controlling factor in ionization by collision is the average 
energy an electron has gained along a mean free path in the field 
d' lrection therefore a is expected to be a function of the pressure 
at a certain value of E/p, or 
alp = f(E/p). 
13 
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1.6 THE EVAWATION OF q /p AS A FUNCTION OF E/P. 
One of the earliest attempts to relate «to the fundamental atomic 
Pl'Operties was made by Townsend(l). His theory assumes thp~t. t he field 
is so strong that electrons always travel in the direction of the field 
and the probability of ioni~ation is zero for enersies less tb'all t,11e 
ionizat:.on energy, eoV., and is unity for energies equtU 0)" el'ea'~Cl" 
1 
than e-V., i.e. eE ). 0' > eV. where E is the strength 01' the RTmlied 1 .I. - 1 . ~~~ 
electric tield, A is the electron mean free path and Vi is the 
iOnization potential. 
On this assumption Townsend derived the relation 
« /p 
Or a /p . cAe -Bp/E 
lrhere B • v.,i. A. 1 ().. is the mean tree path an electrOl1 must 
1'" 1 - 1 
tI-a.vel before it is cap~'le of ionizing an atom). A typical plot of 
the function (1.1) is shown in fis.( 6 which is characterised by an 
elongated letter S shape. In terms of n the relation is 
n . ~ 
E 
• A 
-Bp/E p e 
E 1.8 
tig.( 11 shows a plot ot the quantity n, rising 8teep~ at low E/p, 
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~bing a maximum of n - ~~e at E/p • B (Stoletow point of 
!I1a.ximum ionization efficiency (8» and then de~l.:i1'ling again. The peal( 
of the n versus E/p curve fixes the minimum poi:~t on the I"'aclchen 
curVe (see section 1. 9). By suitable choice of the constant~ A and ~c 
Townsend's theory could only be made to give reasonable ag:t<eement. 'tIIl..th 
. ,the expe"" ;.ment over a limited range of t:t!p. 
In a more recent theoretical calculc.t5.on, Erneleus ) Iuni: ana. 
: .~.' ii: . 
Meek (11) derived an expression for alp , ',rhich allows th~ i nser'cion 
of the appropriate velocity distri.butio~ and the experiment81ly determined 
Values of ionization probabilities and electron drift velocities. 
The expression of a /p is given by 
a /p = P/v J~ c.Pi(c). fCc). dc 
c. 
1. 
Where c is the mean velocity of the electron 
ci is the velocity an electron muSt attain before beine 
ca.pable of' ionizing gas a.toms. 
1.9 
V is the mean drift velocity of the electron in the direction 
of' the applied field. 
fCc) is the velocity distribution function , 
p(c) is the probability of ionization per cm. at pressure 
of 1 mm.Hg. 
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AsSuming a Maxwellian distribution, good agreement between experiment 
and theory was found for the diatomic gases1air, nitrogen, hydrogen and 
oJC;ygen, however the agreement was bad for argon. 
As it can be seen, until the energy distribution and more precise 
measurements of ionization probability are kn~~n, EmeleusJLUdt and 
Meek theory would not meet any wide application. 
1·7 .±'1fE CURREN~ EQUATION AT LARGE V ALOES OF ELECTRODE SEPARATION. 
Fig. (8) shOt-Ts a plot of log III. as a t'unction of d in 
co 
air at a pressure 4 mm.Hg. and E/p I: 700 volts/am.mm.Hg. At small 
"&lues of d, the curve is practi.cally a straight line as predicted by 
eqUation (1.4). At larger values of d hOlfever, the curve seems "t o 
increase faster than linearly, finally becoming vertical at d = d • 
s 
At this distance d a breakdOl-Tn occurs (characterised by a spark) 
s 
and the current seems to increase ~d thout a limit. 
The explanation for the deviation of the graph from a straight -
line is that at larger electrode distance the electrons which are 
l'e1eased from the cathode consists of two groups, the primary ones 
'lfhich are liberated from the cathode (by external irradiation) forming 
a current ~ , ~ and secondary electrons which must originate from agents 
Cl'eated by the primary electron avalanche. 
Under these conditions, equation (1.4) must be modified(to 
rePresent the variation of current at large values of d) as follcms 
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1.10 
Where w/o. is known 88 the generalised eecondar.r ionization coetficient 
or Townsend second ionization coetticient and is a f'unction of E/p. IIJ/o. 
describe all the processes leading to secondary electron production 
and it can be defined as the average numb er of secondary electrons 
produced per ionizing collision in the gas. 
1.8 POSSIBLE SECONI'ARY PROCESSES. 
1.8.1 INTRODUCTION. 
In Townsend discharge there are three possible sources of 
seCondary electron production. These are (1) positive ions, (2) photons, 
and (3) normal excited and metastable atoms. Each of these can, 
Under suitable conditions, be capable ot ionization in the gas or 
electron emission from the cathode surface. These secondary processes 
will now be discussed in more detail. 
1.8. 2 _IO __ N_I;;.;;:ZA:~TI=O;:.:N_O.:;.:;!F:..-::;TH=;;;E:;.' ..::G:;:..;AS=-:;B~Y POSITIVE ION COLLI~ION. 
According to the classical treatment the ion loses halt of its 
energy in collision with the gas atom. Thus an ion will be capable of 
ionizing an atan on collision if its energy is greater than 2eVi ' 
"'here Vi is the ionization potential of the atom (12). In early 
eXperimental measurements, Varney (13) has indicated that posi ti ve ion 
ener . gles greater than 300 eV were necessary before any ionization could 
- 17 -
eVen be detected. Recently, however, Horton and Millest (14) have 
shown that ionization of neutral helium atoms could occur at energies 
greater than 49.4 eV which is at about the theoretical minimum 
potential of 2V. (ionization potential of helium is 24.7V). However 
l. 
it has been shown (14) that the energy of positive ions differs little 
frolJl that of the gas atoms even up to moderate values of E/p. The 
energy of the gas atoms at ordinary tempE't"P,+,ur es i :=. only a fraction of 
2e\ for any gas and therefore it is unlil,ely that this process of 
seCOndary electron production is important for the values of E/p used 
in most gas discharge measurements. 
1. a. 3. _IONlZATIOI!l~I.1!0RMAL EXCITED ~MS AIiJD METASTABLE A'roMS COLLISIONS. 
In pure gases, collisions bet,,,,een excit ed atoms and those in 
. 
the ground states cannot lead to ionization. since the ionization energy 
is greater than the excitation energy. This process of ionization can 
be of considerable importance in a gas mixture where the excitation 
Potential of one gas is higher than the ionization potential of the 
other. The cross-section of such ~ process can be very large when the 
eXcited atom is in a metastable state. Penning and Addink(15) have 
ShOWn that small amounts of argon in neon have considerable effect on 
the conductivity of neon which they referred to the presence of metastable 
neon atoms whose excitation potential (16.55V) exceeds the ionization 
Potential of argon (15.68 V). This shows the necessitY,when in experiments 
in pure gases with ImT ionization potential (like C
s 
and Hg), to 
aChieve lov ultimate air pressures to remove all the oxygen and nitrogen which 
POSsess h1°gh t tabl t t energy me as e s a es. l-lhen two excited atoms collide 
10 
atomic and molecular ions can be produced if the sum of the excitation 
ener8ies is greater than the ionization energy. The process is most 
efficient at !liGh pressures and at hia;b currc~-:~ \lenai ties .vh~e th~. e~ci ted 
atoms have a high density and especially when the excited atoms are in 
metastable states. 
1.8.4. PHOTO-IONIZATION OF THE GAS. 
_._._.-.. 
Since radiation is a form of enertrr , a photon m<1.y excite or 
~ ionize an atom if it has the right amount of enerBY corresponding 
to the atomic energy state in question. Tbus, an atom in the ground 
state can only be ionized by a photon of frequency v if 
hv ~ eV. 1 
Where Vi is the ionization potential and h 
J. /I 
c is Plank's constant. 
'!he process is most efficient "Then the photon gives up the whole 
ot its energy to the atom, that is, when hv = eVi • lit _ .... 
..... _. 
.... 17' t .. • ' ....... 11' II' •• 7 ....... .. ' ._[!!iII-
.... •• .... _ .... ' '$ ?? , ..... ' ....... -. ", • 
.... ... __ .., , 7 . I •• FIll • Photo-ionization by a 
C~Ulative process haa been observed in caesium vapour (16) and 
in !llercury vapour by Rouse and Giddings (17) when they discovered that 
!llercury vapour is ionized by absorption of resonance radiation (2537Ao). 
Routermans (7) has shown lat.er thet during irradiation of mercury 
~ap 3 
our, metastable atoms Hg ( Po) are formed by collisions of resonance 
atollls, Hg( 3Pl)' with atoms in the ground state, HgtS 0) according to the 
19 -
~here A = 0.218 eV is the energy difference between the 3Pl and Jp'o 
states which is converted into kinetic energy of the Hg atoms. From 
experiments with quenching gases E")utermans deduced that collis.ons 
between atoms in the 3p and 3p, states produce positive molecular 1 0 
as ions and electrons 
+ Hg (3p 0) Hg * 2 
is a temporary molecule in an excited state. 
1.12 
The process satisfies conservation of energy since the ionization 
Potential of the HB2 molecule is approximately 9.6 Vi ~~e excitati~p~tentials 
Ot t4~ Hg{3p.~.)and the Hg (Jpl) atoms are 4.66 and 4.8e1 respectively and 
the heat of dissociation of 0.06eV as "Tell as the Idnetic energy has 
to be included in the formation of the molecule. 
Recently Tan and Von-Engel (18) found that the associative ionization 
crosS-section of reaction (1.12) of the order 5 x lo14cm~ and the 
croSs-section for the reverse process, dissociative recombination into 
eJ( • 
C1 ted atoms, to be the same order as the forward process. Due to 
the high dissociative recombination cross-section and the small 
3 Concentration of the state Po and the low excitation probability 
to the state Jpo the cumulative ionization is unlikely to be important 
in lIlercury discharge at low pressure and small current. 
Photo-ionization can also occur by stepwise process when 
a Photon (of energy hv < Ei ) gets absorbed by an atom which has been 
Pre' Vlous1y excited to normal or metastable state, provided 
- 20 -
hv >~, - Ee ( £",) 
. L J 
~here E. is the ionization ener~, E and E are the excitation energies 
1 e m 
Of the normal and metastable states respectively. The process can be 
"Very effective at hiGh concentration of excited state, 'ofhich is aGa.in 
l' lkeJ.¥ at high gas pressures and high discharc;e current. Photo-
ionization, however , can be very important in Gas mixtures when the 
resonance radiation of one type of atom has energy greater than or 
equal to the ioni zation ener gy of the second type. The process has 
been Used by Loeb and Meek (19) and Reather (20) to explain the streamer 
lllechanism. 
In brief, therefore, the contribution of the gaseous secondary 
Pl"ocesses to w/a is negligible except poSSlbly at high pressures. 
In g..... • • • ~ mlxtures, however, the effects can be qUlte lmportant. 
1.8.5 !LECTRON EMISSION FROM THE CATHODE BY POSITIVE ION~. 
When a positive ion approaches a cathode surface (solid or liquid) 
it "'ftv be reflected . t' t" fl t d ~~ as POSl lve or nega lve lon; re ec e as an 
un~cited or excited atom~ cause sputtering of the surface; or cause 
electrons to be emitted (a) due to the kinetic energy given up on 
i~ct, and (b) due to its potential energy (21). 
The emission of electrons from a cathode surface due to the 
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incidence of high energy positive ions is thought to be a ther~onic 
effect due to intense local heating of the cathode at the point of 
i~pact (22 ) . This is supported by the fac~ that the energy distribution 
of the ejected electrons is that which would be eXpected from thermoicnic 
e~ission (23 ) . 
For low energy positive ions, electron e~ssion can be caused by 
two meChanisms which are independent of the kinetic ener~ of the ion 
and dependent onlY on its potential energy. The first is a two-step 
Process, in vThich the posi ti ve ion captures an electron from the 
CondUction band of the metal into a level of equal energy in the ion 
as'long as such a level is unoccupied fig. ( 9). If an excited atom is 
formed, the transition is most likelY to occur when, 
\there 
4> = work function of the metal 
Eo = ionization energy of the gas atom 1. 
'E :: excitation energy of the gas atom. e 
In most cases the excited atom collides with , the cathode 
= E. - E 
1. e 
surface 
\Ii thin a ~ short time that radiation does not occur. It is most likely 
that in the second step, the excited atom gives up its energy to the 
CathOde and there is subsequent emission of another electron from the 
~etal. The condition for the second step is that the energy of the 
final eJoected ~ electron E :: Ee - ~ 
. 
... E = E. - 2 ~ 
1. 
lience if Eo > 2 ~ 
1. and E > 4> e 
~ecbanism. 
an electron may be emitted by this 
- 22 -
The second alternative mechanism is also possible if the positive 
ion Can penetrate the potential barrier before capturing an electron. 
In th' lS process two electrons are inVOlved at the same time, one being 
captured by the ! ion and the other being emitted. From the above 
diSCUSsions it can be seen that the electron emission by positive ions 
at IllOderate values of E/p is dependent not only on the energy 0:1:' 
the' lons but also on the work function of the cathode and hence on the 
CathOde surface conditions. 
1.8.6. ELECTRON EMISSION FROM THE CATHODE BY EXCITED ATOMS. 
Excited atoms,in general, can liberate electrons on collision with 
the 
Cathode surface provided that E e ~ ~ , where E e is the 
eJcc't 
1 ation energy and • is the work function of the cathode. Under 
gas d' lScharge conditions, normal excited atoms return to the ground 
state w'th.' -8 
, 1 1n a tJ.me of about 10 sees., thus there is little or no 
Chane 
e for these atoms to diffuse to the cathode and cause an electron 
ell\i 
sSion. However due to the relative long lifetime of a metastable 
atoDl 't 
, 1 can diffuse to the cathode and liberate an electron with energy 
E < E 
- m - ~ Where E is the excitation energy of the metastable atom. 
m 8i 
nCe metastable atoms are uncharged, and most of them formed near the 
anOde 
, only a fractioa of them will diffuse to the cathode. 
~e 
number of those diffusing to the cathode, will depend on the 
elect 
rOdes separation (d) as well as on the electrodes diameter (D). 
AssUlni 
ng infinitely plane pareJ.lel electrodes, Newton (24) has shown 
that th 
e electron emission coefficient, Y
m 
per metastable atoms formed 
- 23 
in the gas as, 
y 
m 
= Constant (N +-1- ) 
ad 
w.here N is the mean free path or metastables moving in a gas or 
normal atoms. ~us Y falls as d increases even if the electrodes are 
m 
to be of infinite diameters. vii th electrodes of finite dimensions, 
Ylll is likely to be reduced further by diffusion of mets.s t able from the 
cl:ischarge volume as shOlYn by Molnar (25). 
However the yield or average number of electrons produced per 
incident metastable atom can be quite high (26). 
e.g. 10-2 for Hg metastable atoms on Hg 
0.4 for A metastable atoms on C 
s 
1.8.7 PHOTO-ELECTRIC EMISSION FROM THE CATHODE. 
- ~"e 
Light quanta produced in gas discharge fa of two main types 
resonance radiation, resulting from the dec~ of normal excited atoms 
or metastable atoms that have been raised to some higher excited states, 
and non-resonance radiation as the result of a collision which 
SUffiCiently perturbs the metastable state to give rise to radiation 
bY' breaking the selection rules. 'llle resultant photons ",ill be 
capable of' emitting electrons from the cathode surface if, hv ~ ~ 
.. , 
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"'here c is the frequency of the radiation and h is the plank's 
constant. 
Not all of the photons produced in the gas succeed in striking 
the cathode. The number of photons reaching the cathode will depend 
on the gap geometry and also on the absorption coefficient of the 
Photons in the gas; howev8r, only a fraction of the inci dent photons 
Will get absorbed by the cathode and cause emission of electrons 
from the metal, which escape into the gas (27). The photo-electric 
eff' , 
. lClency depends on the nature and state of the cathode surface (Le. 
on the Work function ) and on the energy of the incident radiation. 
The efficiency generally increases 'with the increase in the energy 
Of the" " lnCldent radiatlon up to a maximum value and then begins 
to faJ.l due to the fact that the more energetic radiation will emit 
electrons at greater depth in the metal and only fer' of these will 
be able to escape from the surface. The efficiency depends also on 
the angle Of the incidence and on the polarization of the incident 
radiation. Many measurements have been carried out tu investigate 
th' l.s effect using monochromatic radiation and prepared surfaces, but 
it ' 
. l.s not fruitful to attempt to compare these conditions with those 
"'h' lCh exist in gas discharge where a range of photon energies are 
inCident on a cathode surface whose work function is difficult to 
SPecify. The contribution of the photo-electric emissim is expected to 
be h ' l.gh at low vall,1es of E/p, where photons are produced in great 
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number due to the high efficiency of excitation. 
1.8.8. SUMMARY OF THE SECONDARY IONIZATION PROCESSES. 
Each secondary process mentioned in the above sections can be 
represented by an ionization coefficient which is average number of 
electrons contributed by that process per pri:ct:E::'Y ionizing collision 
in the gas . If all or som.,:; of these processes are taking par.t in the 
seCondary ionization , then the generalised secondary ionization 
Coefficient (oJ /a. 1,Till be the sum of the individual coefficients (9). 
At 1 
OW' Values of pressure and moderate values of' E, it is the cathodic 
processes which are important. It is to be expected therefore that in 
a mercury discharge the action of metastable atoms, photons and 
POsitive ions at the cathode will constitute the major source of 
secondary electrons. 
1.9 ~EAKDOWN CRITERION IN UNIFORM FIELD. 
From fig. (8) it can be seen that at a small inter-electrode 
distance d, the current I is dependent on 10, Thus if the ~10to­
CUl-rent I ' o J.s cut orr, then the current I will cease to zero. RO'iever 
as d i8 increased to a sufficiently large value ~, the slope of the 
graph becomes infinite and the current, I, flowing through the gap is 
limit 
ed only by th e external circuit, and breakdmm oc curs. Th e 
P~sic .. , , " " 't th I ' ~ 81gn1f1CanCe of th1S phenomenon 1S tha e current 1n the 
gap . I 
18 no longer a functio~ o~, 10 , In other words, the current has 
26 
become self-maintained and will continue to flow even 1f the current 
10 is reduced to zero. It can be seen from equation (1.10) that for 
the current to be finite when I is made equal to zero, the 
o 
denominator must become zero. 
Hence , = 0 at constant E/p 1.13 
~O\7nsend used this criterion for a self-maintained discharge (or for 
breakdown) . For any value of the sparking distance d in the equation 
s 
there is cli· al f ( /) a correspon ng v ue 0 CAl a s 
In terms of n the breakdown criterion is 
1 - ( W /0.) S [ en (Vs - Vo ) - 1) = 0 at constant E/p 1.14 
~here Vs is the breakdown potential and is defined as the minimum 
YO~ta8e required for a very small current to flow between the electrodes 
,'.,~~~out the assistance of any external agency capable of producing 
'" ~ctron9 in the gas or at the cathode. 
'!he term ert Vs is much greater than unity and hence the breakdown 
YOltae;e can be represented by 
V = (- log W /0. )/ n 
s 
s· 
lonce w/a. is involved criterion (1.15). then the sparking potential 
~. 
loll. depend not only on the gas but also on the nature and condition 
1.;1.5 
ot the cathode, since W /0. is dependent on the work function of the 
CathOde. Thus high sparking potentials will be associated with low 
Y6lUes of w/a (or high values of • ), and low sparking potentials will 
be as . 
sOcl.ated with high values of w 10. (or low values of .) • 
('Or 'n ~ 'and w/a are ,tunetions of E/p {-V IPd )" 
-s 
.. 27 ';.. -s 
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it Can be shown (28) V is a function of the product pd only for a 
s s 
Si'Ven gas and a given cathode and this is known as Paschen's law. 
Typical Paschen curves in hydrogen are sHo\Itl in fig. (10) for different 
cathode materials from which can be clearly. seen the effect of the' 
\1ork fUnctions of different cathod.e materials on the sparking potential 
(breakdmrn potential). 
It is important to l':-.:member that the derivation O J. L7 chen's 
lay assumes that w/CJ. is a function of E/p only. If w /a is a 
fUnction of p or d ? then Paschen's law '-1ill not be obeyed, that is for 
a • 
SlVen gas and a given cathode, V will not be a function of pd 
s s 
Only but will also depend on the indivudal values of pressure p and 
the electrode separation d. Such deviation vnl1 result if either non-
s 
Unitorm field conditions arise or if photons and excited atoms are lost 
trom the discharge volume. Deviation trom Paschen's law was observed 
by O\rerton (29) in mercury discharge where 
lIletastable atoms and photons are important sources as secondary 
iOni 
zation processes. 
1.10 DI 
_ STINGUISH~G SECONDARY IONIZATIOH PROCESSES IN GAS DISCHARGE 
A decision as to the relative importance of the secondary 
Pl'Oceasea cannot be provided by considering the current ~owtb curves 
8ince 
each process. leads to an equation of the SBme analytical. form as 
the general TownsenCl tormula (1.10), with w/a being a composite 
COetf' . 
, lClent depending on which combination of secondary processes is 
However, consideration ot the variation of the Beneralised 
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secondary coefficient w/a with E/p can sometimes provide some 
indirect information on the nature of the secondary mechanisms. For 
eXample secondary emission due to the impact of positive ions on the 
Cathode is mainly due to the potential energy of the positive ions. 
As the potential energy does not depend on E/p, it is to be expected 
that w 10. would not change greatly other than to shovT a small increase 
as E/p increases if the positive ions action at the cathode is dominant. 
Photo-emission can sometimes be recognised from sharp peaks in the 
curve of w/o. against E/p. These peaks usually exist, at low values 
Of E/p, as the concentration of the number of photons increases due 
to the increase in the ratio of the excitation to ionization collisions 
in the gaB. 
Secondary mechanisms can be distinguished more easily if the 
t" lllle taken for a gap to break down is compared to the time taken tor 
adi fferent species to reach the cathode. For instance if photo-
ellli " SSlon is dominant, the time taken ,lill depend on the lifetime of the 
e~Cited states, the point of origin and the nature of the photons. 
In the case of unscattered photons a time of the order 10-6 sec. will 
be expected which is negligible compared to the time taken for the 
POS"t" 5 
1 lYe ions to drift to the cathode Cl 10- sec. Diffusion of 
llletastable atoms to the cathode involves a delay time of the order 10-3 sec. 
'!he total time taken for the breakdown of a gap to take place after the 
apPlication of the breakdown voltage is the sum of the statistical 
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time lag (S.T.L.) and the formative time lag (F.T.L). The S.T.L. is 
th t' 
e lme which elapses between the application of the vol~e and the 
apPearance of an initiatory electron in the gap. The F.T.L. is defined 
as the time taken for breakdown to occur after the appearance of the . 0 
initiatory electron. In pr ~ctice the S.T.L. can be reduced to zero 
by irradiating the cathode idth ultra violet l i ght ~ t iu ),9 (msurine un cdequate 
SUPPly of initial electrons all the time. By this Wf.:;/ t lH:: measured 
time'_ . . 
.l.tl.g Wlll be equal to the formativ~ t i me lag. Typ~cal e>""Perimental 
cllrv-es in hydrog17n are shmm in fig. (ll ). The formative time lag 
~all b 
e Predicted theoretically in certain simple cases by assuming values 
tor th 
e Secondary ionization coefficients t-Thich are thought to be 
OPerative. Comparison of these calculated time lags lvi th the 
elCp , 
erlmentally measured values provide approximate values of the 
o .tract' 
o lonal contribution of different secondary proces~es- to the 
8eneral.is d . ,. ff' 't . ~ d t e secondary lon~zatlon coe lClen, proVlue an agreemen 
can be found between the calculated and the measured time lags. '.lliis 
~ethod has been used in the present study of identifYing the secondary 
lonh t' 
a lon processes involved in onset of breakdown in low pressure 
lIlercu_. d' h .. ld d' t ' 
-J lSC arge under unlform fle con 1 lons. 
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CHAPTER II 
P!YIDSONfS THEORY FOR THE TEMPORAL GROvlTH OF IONIZATION 
2.1 l.NTRODUCTION 
There are two approaches to the temporal growth of ionization 
in 
a Townsend discharge. The approach of Hornbeck ( 30) and Varney (31) 
and of Molnar (32) is aimed at the direct measurement of the secondary 
coerr' . lClent as a result of the action of positive ions and metastables 
at the cathode. The second approach, which in this thesis is presented 
in ..... 
lvS most complete form, is due to Davidson. In this approach 
D .. ,.· ""Yldson"·4~r.;,eloped a theory which enables the formative time lag to 
be cal. . CUlated 1f the ionization coefficients are known. Assuming 
VaJ.u 
es for the secondary ionization coefficients of the possible 
SeCondary processes in a particular gas, the formative time lag can be 
caJ.c\Uated and compared with the experimental value. The coefficients 
l1l'e adj usted until agreement is found between the theoretical and the 
elCPer' lmental formative time lags. In this 'ifay the importance of various 
second '. . ary 10n1zat1on processes can be estimated. Three solutions for 
the temporal growth of current were developed by Davidson. Each was 
developed on the assumption that a different combination of secondary 
processes is active in the gas. The original theory developed by 
Davidson (33), gave an exact solution to the problem of ionization 
gr~h in hydrogen where only 't1ifO secondary processes are operative. 
'!beae t WO processes are the emission of electrons from the cathode by 
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Positive ions (y process) and undelayed photons ( 6 process). The main 
theor,y (34), discussed in section (2.2), takes into account the action 
ot metastable atoms ( t process) and scattered resonance radiation 
6 process). However this theory 1-18.S modified later (35) to allow for 
the destruction of metastable atoms in the gas. This modified theory is 
discussed in section (2.3). 
2.2 !tiEORY OF TEMPORAL GROlolTH OF IONIZATION INVOLVING THE ACTION OF 
M].'TASTABLE ATOMS AND DELAYED PHOTONS AT THE CATHODE. 
Davidson (34) regards the motion of scattered resonance 
radiation in the gas as a diffusion process. Photons emitted by atoms 
Vbich have been excited to normal states in collision with the primary 
electrons m8¥ be strongly absorbed by ground state atoms and atter a 
Short mean time interval, T re-emitted with scattering. They 
thUs proceed to the cathode by a process of diffusion due to repeated 
Scattering. Since metastable atoms are uncharged. their motion is 
entirely due to diffusion and may reach the cathode by this process it 
not d 
estroyed in the gas. 
The formulae employed to represent the diffusion of 
rePeatedly scattered photons resemble the formulae which represent the 
ditru . 
Sl.on of metastable atoms and advantage is taken of this fact. The 
t"o 
cases Were referred to as cases (b) and (a) respectively. 
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To investigate the spatial and temporal growth produced by 
processes depending on diffusion, it is assumed that initially the only 
secondary processes are of this type. It is further assumed, both in case 
(a) and in case (b), that the internal destruction produces no active 
Photons capable of reaching the cathode either directly or by diffusion. 
Arter considering these two cases, Davidson generalised the treatment 
to . lnclude the case where all possible secondary processes are acting 
at the cathode, such as undelayed photons and positive ions processes. 
Consider two plane parallel electrodes, of separation d, with 
the cathode (x=o ) being exposed to a constant radiation producing 
a Photo-electric current Io. At time zero a potential of magnitude 
" :. Vs (where V is the breakd010Tn potential at a particular vall,le s 
ot Pd) applied to the electrodes and maintained. Considering a region 
ot the gas at a distance x, the basic diff usion equation which the active 
Particles satisfy is given (34) as 
"here , 
distance 
j " 
a - Otj(x,t) 
'"bx 
is the spatial density of the active particles at a 
x trom the cathode at . ~ime "t ,. 
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j(x,t) is the current density in the x-direction of the active particles. 
i~ is the electron current densi~y at the cathode. 
~_ is the electron drift velocity. 
a is the average number of electrons generated by an electron per 
centimetre path length in the directi on of the fi e~ fl.~ (the primary 
ionization coefficie~t). 
a l is the average number of active particles gener ated l:-y ~~n electron 
per centimetre path length in the direction of the fi eld. 
! is the fraction of the active particles destroyed per unit time by 
II 
cOllision with unexcited atoms. It is assumed that destruction of 
metastable atoms by electrons can be neglected. For this reason the 
theory . . 
1S not apphcable for high current densities ,.,here the field 
~OUl.d . In any case be distorted by space charge. 
In the steady state, the diffusion coefficient D for the active 
particles is related to the current density, j, by 
j = -D dn 
dx 
2.2. 
AssUnd 
ng D to be constant in space and time , the term -~ j (x,t) 
in equation (2.1) can be replaced by D~ 2n(x,t) 
""bx2 
'rhUs the diffusion equation (2.1) becomes 
+ 
~x 
(t-!. ) - n(x,t) 
1>1 II 
'!'he d· lffusion coefficient D is defined differently for cases (a) and 
(b). 
In case (a), D = D ",hich is an ordinary atomic or molecular 
m 
diffUsion 
coefficient and is given approximately as 1 tv, where t 
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3" -m m 
~ .. 
is the mean tree path of the metastable atoms, and v their mean kinetic 
"telaei ty • 
In case (b) D = D which is given approximately as 
, p 
2.4 
"hen the current density of bound photons is neglected F . is the fr.3..ction 
-l.. 
Of the original momentum retained by photons on remission from the 
bound state, tp is the collision mean free path of the photons, T is 
the mean time for which a photon remains bound before being released 
(or the mean lifetime of the excited atomic state) and c/tp is the 
:f':raction of' free · Iilotons which become absorbed per unit time. However, 
th ," . 
e current of photons is not accurately monochromatic, and since their 
absorption by atoms is a resonance phenomena, hence any spatial 
"tariation in their frequency distribution will be accompanied by a 
sPatial. variation in 1 and hence in D. Thus it is not certa.in that p p 
an accurate equation will be obtained on inserting Dp into the diftusion 
equation (2.3), with D assumed to be constant in space end time. Thus 
the diffusion equation (2.3) lrith constant D may not apply to trapped 
radiation with the same accuracy as it does to metastable atoms. 
Considering the boundary conditions of equation (2.3) at the 
electrOdes, Davidson assumes that the fraction g of active particles 
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whO lch get destroyed at the cathode must not be greater than 1 of the 
5 
number of the active particles N which strike the cathode per unit time. 
In case (a), the number of the active particles which strike the 
Cathode per unit time 
II]' 1 -= '+ nv 
thus D "t~ .. ll) = g a nv 
"tix 
therefore n = h "'tin at x=o 2.5 
-6x 
Where h 4D 4 1 - = 4t = = 1 v m _ Om gv gV 3 ~ (5 
2.6 
It G " 18 the fraction of active particles destroyed on striking the 
anode (x = d), 
then n = -H. '1Sn at x = d 2.7 
'"tile 
"'here H = 4 9. /G. 
3 m 
It a traction gl of the active particles destroyed at the c~thode 
caUses the emission of an electron, and if there is an externaJ.ly 
~intained electron . th d I th th current dens1ty at the ca 0 e 0' en • 
electr 
on current density at the cathode is given as 
i-
= 10 + gl Dm( ~ ~: ) at x = 0 2.S 
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In case (b) similar expressions can be derived taking into account that 
N = a Nc I (c'T/R.)+l p 
Thus in the similar expression for n's (at the cathode and anode), h 
and H are given by 
h 4 R. I (l-~)g = E 
3 
and H = DI (l-Fl ) G. 3 
Before 
considering the solutions for temporal growth, Davidson considered 
the solutions for a steady state. Since in steady state i and n are 
constant in time, the diffusion equation (2.3) becomes 
a x i ·· e 
-
= n 
T 
1 
~ith the boundary consitions (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8), equation (2.9) is 
integrated to give 
1.I = 
a 
1 
11 / :.' 
enough to make h ~ H = 0 
. DT 
1 
llhen 4d(but not a d) is a small fraction, equation (2.10) reduces to 
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( ad e - cd - I) ] 2.11 
It howe~ a d is greater than 5, the electron current density at the 
cathode i-will be given by 
i 
y-
o 
= 1/(1 a d e 2.12 
It the conditions leading to (2.12) hold, the s econdary coefficient due 
to metastable atoms E is shown (9) to be given by 61/ a d. Hhen 
Illetastab1e atoms and trapped radiation are acting simultaneously, the 
61 in this expression must be replaced by the sum of the 
ot the separate processes. 
6 's 1 
Considering the temporal growth, Davidson gives the solution for 
the current growth in two forms. One is valid at all times. 'lile other 
is "I'" 'd ' 1 ~~ only for time t where~ is a small fractlon, e.g. ij, T being 
the active particle transit tim;. In case of meta~tab1e atoms transit 
time T = d2 = 3d2 • Since solution in this range of small tIT is 
D Q 
ot l' , 
1lll1ted practical use this thesis will concentrate on the solution ) 
~hich is Valid at all times. The gas is assumed to be free from active 
P8.t't' ~cle8 and electrons up to time, t • 0, at "hich the externally 
generated cathode current I is established. Concerning the quantities 
o 
1'1 (Je,t) and i_(t) the following boundary conditions are given as sufficient 
to determine these quantities at all times: 
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(i) at t < 0, n(x,t). iJx,t) c 0 
(ii ) at t> 0, iJt) &:: I + 81 D 3n(x,t) o ax 2.13 
(iii) at t> 0, n(o,t) = n(d,t) = 0 
(iv) at t> 0, the differential diffusion equation (3) holds 
throughout the gas. 
'rhe fOllowing contour integra.l.s are given as solutions ~vhich satisfy 
the tour di' con tlOns. 
~ ! 
o 
i.Jt) 
I--
0 
'tlhere 
&:: i a 
1 
'II'D 
I: 
.J. 
11' 
1/1 &:: a 
5 ~eD(g2 
C 
-
D(g2 _ 
2.14 
-
l)t (32 2)( -2Zd) W1 - e d~ 2.15 
(g2 
-
\.I 2) e 
J)/H 2.16 
-
e &:: t + 2 6
1 
~ e ( 1/1 - g) d - (2 6 1 3 + t) e -2gd 2.17 
t = {Z + 1/1} {( Z·· 1/I)F - 6 1 } 2.18 
F = 1 2.19 
'l'he 
P\lrpose of introducing the function F, whose value in the present 
case i . , 
S Unl.ty, w11l appear later. The contour C (42), which is traversed 
clocky ' , l.se, 18 a quarter of an infinite circle, the centre of the circle 
bein 
g at the origin and the centre of the arc bein~ on,·· the positive real 
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axis. At all positive times, Davidson showed that i (t)/I is the real 
- 0 
Pa.:rt of' 
2.20 
. The summation extends over all values t. of g (other than 0 and 1JJ) which 
Satisf'y e(g)=o and which lie on the positive real or positive imaginary 
axes or in the quadrant bounded by them. f' is a factor which is unity 
tor the poles on the axes of the plane of integration and 2 for any 
Poles inside the quadrant. A is given by the right hand side of 
equation (2.10). The character of A all values of which lie on the 
aXes depends on the sign of the quantity, A. If A is positive, A 
Can have a real value which will be less than ~. In this case the 
ratio i_(t) in (2.20) reduces to A at large times, thus a steady state 
-y-
o 
is established. When A is negative, the case when the breakdo't-m 
potential is exceeded, one of the values of A is real and greater 
than ~ and thus contributes to the current equation (2.20), a term 
~hich increases exponentially with time. 
'!'he treatment can be generalised to include the secondary processes 
of' POsitive ions and unscattered .~ ~lotons at the cathode. This can be 
&.Ch· le~ed by adding to the boundary condition (ii) in (2.13) the 
integral 
expressions which represent these secondary actions,viz. 
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at t > 0 , 
i •• 10 + gl Dana(~!t) + yI+(o,t) + 6 r:i- elJl X dx 2.21 
"here d ° ° to _0 0 y an <5 la are secondary l.Onl.za l.on coeu l.Cl.ents due to positive 
ions and undelayed photons r ," :::;y~ctively and lJ 1 is the absorption 
COetficient. To satisfy these modified boundary conditions, the fUnction 
F, Which was previously taken as unity has to be r eplaced by: 
F II 1- ( 6 / tJJ ) (~d _ 1) _ (a't/ 4> ) (e ~ d - 1) 2.22 
-!. • 1 + 1 
W W W 
+ 
2.23 
VI 
.. and W+ are drift velocities of electrons and positive ions 
l"eapectively • 
The constant A can be replaced by 
1/ { 1 _ IJ.l / a (e ad - 1) } 
= y + 6/ a + £/ a 
It the time lag is of the same order as the transit time of the active 
Pal-tiC:les, W can be considered infinite and therefore the expression 
. 
i .. (t _ 
xi\~ ) 
, -
in the diffusion equation (2.3) can be replaced by i.(t). 
since and tJJ may be replaced also by a 
2 2 $ .. a - D(g - lJ )/W_ and ~ 2 2 = a - D(g - lJ ) / W 
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If there is negligible destruction of the diftusing particles in the gas, 
can be neglected and putting f. 1, the complete modified 
Bol"t· . 
. '4 lon lS given by 
i. (Ott) 
I 
=- l. 
(l ' 
1 - ~ (e (. -1) 
(l 
o 
By differentiating equation (2.17) 
+ 2d 61 (a - A ) + 2~ + 61J 
'lhere). is given the real value of g satisfying e (3)=0, where 
6(a)a(a...-a) { (a + ;) F + c5} e2Zd + 2 6 " ~a - g)d 
1 1 
When the processes of metastable atoms, positive ions and unde1~ed 
l'adiation are the only secondary processes operative at the cathode, F 
is . gl.V'en as 
F ad =- 1- ( y + 6 I a) (e - 1) 
wI a- y + £/a + c5/a 
(\ • J £/a ) a2d [e ad_ lJ 
e ad _ ad - 1 
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(2.26) 
The procedure for calculating the format~ve .time lag t, or the time 
required for the current to be self-maintained, is as follows: 
(1) The externally maintained current Io is determined. 
(2) The value of w/a :i. s determined from the Townsend breakdown 
criterion, by measuring the fi eld at which the current is just self-
maintained. The value of a at this field is used to calculate w/a 
It is necessary to assume that w/a does not vary appreciably with 
the OVervoltage II V. In other words w/a determined at the 
Sparung potential ) II V = 0, is assumed to remain the same for the 
h' 
19ber OVer Voltages used in formative time lag measurements (6V = V-V 
a, 
"'here V • 1S the voltage at which the F.T.t. is measured and V is the 
s 
breakd O\tn potential, V >V ). 
s 
(3) The values of the secondary ionization coefficients Y, 6/a 
tI a are chosen such that .y + 6/0 + &/a = w/o. 
In practice the y and 6/0 canponents are so much faster than £/ a 
component that they cannot be distinguished from each other, they are 
tberetOJ:' 
e taken together. 
(4) The value of 0 is selected for the value of E/p existing 
at th 
e OVervoltage IJI to be considered. 
(5) 151 and F are then determined from equation (2.30) and (2.28) 
(6) The real solution ~ is then determined from equation (2.27). 
(7) The Value of ~ obtained is inserted in equation (2.26) and 
\-1\-1 A is detErmined. 
(8) From equation (2.25) Dt can then be calculated. t is the time 
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req . Ulred for the current to reach the value i_(o,t) of self-maintained 
current,and D is the diffusion coefficient. If D is known, t is then 
deterJUined. 
In this we:y the forme:';i"pe time lag can be calculated for several 
sJIIall values of overvoltages at a particular value of E/p, for a given 
Choice of secondary ionizetion coefficients. ~1e choice of these 
cO~~icients is adjusted in an attempt to get agreement with experimental~v 
measured curves of formative time lag as a function of overvoltage. 
It is of interest to observe that if the £ / a 
ohos en as zero 
IS 1 • 0 and the expression for 6(g) becomes 
6(3) III ( a+ Z) ( a~.:- g)F [e3d - 1 ] 
value is 
In general F is not zero. The solutions for 8(g) = 0 are then 
g lit ia and 0 
'!bese ...... e th .. . ' t' d b f h' h t' 1 ~ e tr1v1al solut10ns men 10ne e ore, w 1C are no lnc uded 
in the summation. Thus in this case (when t/ a III 0) there is no reo.l. 
SOlution for ~ • 
~. 3 ,MQDIFICATION OF THE TEMPORAL GROVlTH THEORY TO ALLOW FOR THE 
l)ll:S~U ~ C'l'IOIq OF METASTABLE ATOMS m THE GAS. 
Beside the processes which have been discussed in the previous 
sect· 
lon (2.2) there are other secondary ionization processes which, 
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While contributing to the growth, nevertheless introduce an appreciable 
del~ between the original electron-atom exciting collisions and the 
release of cathode electrons. For example, delayed photo-electron 
etn' • lSSlon can result froID photors released in the de-excitation of 
lIletastable atoms, in w>;.!h the atoms lose their energy in collisions 
With the ground state at011't~ in the following ways (Bion0.i (36 », 
(i) by further excitation of a metastable atom to a r e.c1ir::;t ing state 
When the energy difference is sufficientlY small. 
(ii) by perturbation of the metastable state in such a way that a 
COllision-induCed non-resonance photon is emitted 
the tnoo Q~ound state which breaks the selection rule. 
in a transition to 
(iii) by the production of a short-lived excited molecule in collision 
With tvo ground-state atoms. 
In accounting for ionization growth in Argon, Menea (37) has 
eJt8.!ni 
ned the del~ed photoelectric action of radiation produced by the 
destruction of argon metastable atoms in three-body collisions to 
form excited diatomic mvlecules, which then undergo radiative 
dissoCiation according to the reaction 
A * met + 2A • A2 + A, * A2 • 2A + photon. 
~is process is pressure dependent, and the effective delay in the 
8.l'r· 
lV'eJ. of the photons at the cathode is determined by the three-body 
Calli . 2 
Slon frequency (which is proportional to p ) and the natln'al life 
t' 
lllle of the excited molecules. In helium, however, Phelps (38) has 
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Shown that the main source of non-resonance photons in this gas appears 
to be the destruction of the 2 IS metastable atoms in two-body 
collisions with neutral atoms at a rate proportional to p. A further 
mechanism of del8\Yed photoelp.ctric emission is that caused by resonance 
Photons which was th01:·.[',~1t to ::each the cathode by a diffusion process 
s· . 
lIl1ilar to that of meta.: '; ; ·.ble atoms. Phelps, has shm!l1 that the 
transport of resonance photons in the gases (i·,hich he c r-r,,,, j,c: ererl ) is in 
aCCordance with the Holstein (39) and Biberman (1~0) proc(~ss . In this 
Process resonance photons undergo repeated absorption by grbUnd state 
atolllS which are thus excited and re-emit them, so that ~lotons are in 
effect retained by atoms for a total time of n TO' ,.,here n is the 
number of such absorbing collisions and T is the average life-time 
o 
or the e~ited atoms. Taking into account dipole-dipole interactions 
and Spectral line br~adening has led to an estimate of n from the 
relation 
n 1:1 0.87 
o 
Thus the . average total delay tlIl1e 
T 1:1 T n 1 0 
\7here d • 
1S the gap separation and 
t1 by this mechanism is given by 
). the wave length of the centre 
o 
of th b 
e roadened resonance spectral line. 
On the assumption that any or all of these secondary ionization 
~OceBBe8 are active in the gas, Davidson (35) extended his temporal 
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growth theory end derived two types of solution. One of these is a 
simple exponential solution where the current ik(x,t) of each type, K, 
ot active particles is of the form, 
in "hich the constant A is the same for all , types pre sent , is real and 
not zero. The spatial densities of the active particJ. ,~ s contain this 
S8Jne exponential term. Such a solution "VT&S snawnto be applicable to 
the complicated case suggested by Phelps (38) where molecul.ar ions end 
malecUlar metastables are included. 
The procedure by which the simple exponen~ial solution is 
der' 1 Ved, is as tollows: 
Pormulae are set up for each of the ratios 
(2.34) 
In setting up these expressions for the fk'S all the differential 
eqUations and boundary conditions will have been used except the cathode 
electron boundary condition which is given by the following equation 
"here 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
lIhere . ( 1_ o,t) is the cathode electron current, at time t, Io(t) is the 
e:Jt:tern .. , h. • • () • ~~ malnta1ned current, g t 1S the electron currents generated 
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by the secondary action of the various types (suffix k) of active 
particles, i k (o,t) is the active particle current at the cathode and 
Yk is . its secondary ionization coefficient. The expression for each 
tk will be a function of). (but not time) and will be valid for all 
Values of ). Inserting these tk ~ expressions into the cathode 
boundary electron boundar,y condition (2.35) gives 
1 - l." k tk ().) = 0 
and 
= 
, tor I ~ 0 
o 
Thus a simple exponential solution exists only in the case I (t) a o. 
o 
In that case it exists it ). has a real value satisfYing the equation 
). varies continuously with the applied potential, V. At every value 
or V, there is an infinite number of ). , s (real and imaginary) which 
satisty, F().) = o. However the value of ). ot the simple 
exponential solution is the one which is real and which goes through 
zero as V goes through the value V (the breakdown potential). This 
s 
Can be easily seen from the breakdown criterion as follows. 
It i(o,t) • i (o,o)e ).t 
then ).t e 
= ~~o,~. 
1. 0,0 
At the breakdown voltage V Ct V , the secondary current at the 
s 
cathOde i(o,t) must be just sufficient to maintain the discharge, 
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Le. i(o,t) = i(o,o) so that eAt II 1 and therefore). = o. 
For the case where there is a constantly maintained cathode 
electron current I (produced by external illumination) and no initial 
o 
active particles are present, Davidson writes an expression for the 
electron current i_(o,t) at the cathode as 
i (o,t) 
10 
= A - E B ). 
).t 
e 
The expression is valid at all times t > o. A and B h have an explicit 
expression. The summation contains ). of the simple exponential 
splution and all other ). '5 which satisfy F( A) = o. 
At sufficiently large time t, the terms containing all these 
other A's become relatively negligible in comparison with the ). 
of the simple exponential solution, and the general solution (2.39) 
reduces to 
At 
I: A - Be 
when V > V, ). is positive and for large t the term A can be 
s 
neglected and expression (2.40) reduces to 
iJo,t) 
10 
At 
= -B e 
(2.40) 
Phelps (38) derived an expression similar to the simple exponential 
eXpression (2.33) which can be re-vritten as 
iJo,t) IICe).t 
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The constant C was determined by an initial arbitrary 
dd::iv.e.. 
distribution oftpartic1es which is absent in the present problem. 
Expression (2.40) is an explicit expression from which the current 
due to a specific cause can b~ calculated. 
At this point, Davidson turned his attention to derive the 
general solution when the secondary electron emission from the cathode 
is due to positive ions and del8\Yed radiation. With a maintained 
Io from time zero, the cathode electron boundary conditions become 
at t < 0 iJo,t) = 0 
and at t i (0, t) = I + 
°1 e
t / T 1 fodgx dx 
t .2.43 10 iJo,t 1- ~~ > 0 , 
-
+ ay 
0 
T1 
5: iJo.t a x dx - x ) e 
w 
These conditions are satisfied by the following contour integral 
iJo,t) = 10 
21Ti 
'Where F( .a 
and 
°1/ a 
:I a - P/W and ~ lIZ a - P/VT 
is the de1~ed photon secondary ionization coefficient defined 
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(2.44) 
(2.46) 
as the number of secondary electrons released from the cathode by this 
process per primary ionizing collision in the gas. 
a is the first Townsend ionization coefficient. 
y is the secondary ionization coefficient for positive ions, defined 
as the number of electrons released from the cathode b.Y this process 
per primary ionizing collision in the gas. 
d is the gap distance. 
1 a 1 
W W + l, W is the electron drift velocity and W+ is the W+ -
Positive ion drift velocity. 
When non-resonance photons are the active ones at the cathode, 
T 1 vill be the average lifetime of the metastable states. If, on the 
other hand, the del8¥ed resonance photons are the active ones, 11 
vill be the average total delay time before they strike the cathode 
surface. 
From equation (2.39) the electron current can be calculated for given 
values of the various assumed secondary coefficients. 
Expression (2.39) is valid for t > 0, and can be written in detail as, 
I + t). ).t e 
Flo) ).() F( ). )/ c}). 
i. e. A a 1 and B = 
- 1 
FrO) 
= 1/ {l - (~l + y ) (e ad -1) } 
a 
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(2.48) 
As explained above, (2.47) can be approii~ted to 
= A _ Be).t 
and at large t, equation (2.50) can be reduced further to 
iJo,t) 
I 
o 
= 
_ Be)'t 
The total secondary ionization coetticient w/a (for this combination) 
is given by w/a 
Thus by app~ing equation (2.50) or (2.51) to a particular gas the 
formative time lag due to the simultaneous action of de18¥ed radiation 
and positive ions at the cathode can be calculated when the various 
Coefficients are known. The formative time lag can be calculated for 
several values of overvo1tage for a given choice of secondary ionization 
coefficients, at different values of E!po. The choice of these 
coetficients, at each particular value of E/po is adjusted in an 
attempt to get agreement with experimentally measured curves of 
formative time lag as a function of overvo1tage. However since one or 
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...... 
more delayed photo electric mechanisms may be active, Tl 
(delay time) should be treated as a variable, beside the secondary 
ionization coefficients. If an agreement is found between calculated 
and measured formative times over the full range of the curve of the 
formative time lag at a particular value of E/po' then the delayed 
photon process characterised by the particular delay time Tl (at which 
the agreement is found) will be responsible for the observed ionization 
growth. This method of calculation is adopted in the present analysis 
and its full detail is given in chapter ( 6.2.3) t 
For the case when the secondary electron emission from the 
cathode is due to the simultaneous action of positive ions ( Y process) 
and undelayed photons ( 6 process), the current g!'owth equation can 
be predicted from the above theory as follows. Excitation of gas 
atoms by electron impact takes place with the primary ionization and, 
after negligible delay time ~ the life time (lOB sec.) of the 
excited states) spontaneous de-excitation occurs. The resulting 
photons travel through the gas to the cathode in a time < d/c 
(c is the velocity of light) which is negligible. Thus the time 
taken for the undelayed radiation to reach the cathode after the 
by 
excitationLprimary electrons is negligible compared to the time 
( ~l03 sec.) involved in the case of delayed radiation and can be 
considered as zero. Therefore the temporal growth of ionization 
current when the secondary ionization is due the 6 and y processes 
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at the cathode can be obtained by putting Tl as 0 in the above 
expressions of the modified theory. Hence the electron current i 
flowing at time t at the cathode can be given by 
iJo,t) = 
" ad 1 - (y+ c5/a"e - 1) 
A is given the value which makes F(A) = 0 
where ad F ().) = 1 - ya (e - 1 ) - c5 
and 
I 
o is 
wi a 
the 
1 
W 
= y 
T f" 
= 
= 
= 
+ 
a - A 
W 
a - A (if the absorption of the photons in 
W the gas is negligible). 
1- + 1 
w+ W 
-
c5 
a 
externally maintained current. 
W_ and W+ are the electron and positive ion drift velocity respectively 
y is the secondary ionization coefficient for positive ions. 
~ I a is the undelayed photon secondary ionization coefficient defined 
as the number ot secondary electrons released from the cathode by this 
process per primary ionizing collision in the gas. 
Expression (2.54) is the approximate expression developed by Davidson (33) 
far the interpretation of ionization growth in hydroaen. 
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Bartholaomeyczyk (41) solution for the same case (undel~ed photon 
and positive ion secondar,Y , cathode processes) neglects 10 and does 
not take correct account of initial distributions of the active 
particles in the gap. 
2.4 CONCLUSION. 
In applying Davidson's growth equations, the essential test (9) 
is to find what combination of secondary processes ~rill give rise to 
the measured growth times over a wide range of E/p. An agreement of 
predicted values with any particular observed value of t f is nearly 
al'Wa\Ys possible for a specific value of E/ , but the agreement over a p 
wide range is a stringent test. From the previous equations it has 
been seen that the growth time depends greatly on the value of the 
primary ionization coefficient (and therefore on purity of the gas) and 
on the value of secondar,y coefficient (which depends on the work 
function of the cathode). Therefore, it is desirable to measure these 
coefficients and the time lags under the same conditions, if it is 
Possible. 
A successful application of Davidson theory was carried out for 
hydrogen (43,44) where positive ions (~ process) and undel~ed photons 
( ~ a process) were found to be the active secondary processes. The 
influence of the work function of the cathode on these two processes 
is shown in fig. (12). 
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In helium, however, application 01' Davic'1.son· s approach led to the 
conclusion (45) that the dominant secondary process is the photo~leetr±c 
emission :tram the cathode (61 / a) due to the incidence of delayed non-
resonance photons produced by the destruction of metastable 216 atoms 
in two-body collisions in the gas, in the range of E/p < 13V·~1iIDdJ!~. 
At high E/li>38, positive ions were found to be dominant. 
In mercury vapour, time lag measurements were carried out by Overton 
(see section 3.2). Analysis of the results at two values of E/po(358 and 391 
V -I ·-1) d .• • 
• em.no.Hg. lead to the conclusion that . aelafe rad1at10n and posit1ve 
ions are dominant secondary processes at these values of E/p. However 
no agreement could be found at other values of E/p. 
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CRAPI'm III 
REVIEW OF THE PREVlOOS EXPERIMENTAL WORK. 
3.1 PREVIOUS HORK IN CAESIUM. 
3.1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The elec~ical properties of the alkali metals are of much 
interest from several points of view. They are interesting as 
components of stellar atmosphere and other plasmas, because their low 
ionization potentials (.. 4-511) lead to high ionization probabilities 
and put them in the role of electron donors. However. among the 
alkali metals caesium has the lowest ionization potential of 3.893V. 
The most important energy levels and spectral lines of the neutral 
caesium atom are shown in fig.(13). It can be seen that the caesium 
atom can possess (apart from two excited states 62Pl/2' 3/
2 
of 
energies iii :: 1.45 e.V.) a considerable number ot excited states with energies l!: 
&'eater than 2 e .V. b th d t a ove e groun sta e. The importance of these states 
lies in the fact that associative ionization processes can take 
place in a caesium discharge (h6) since the ionization energy of 
atomic caesium is 3.893 e.V. and that of the molecular caesium is 
3.19 e.V. However associative ionization processes are dependent on 
thepressure and the current flowing in the discharge. Thus the 
efficiency of these processes is high in high current caesium discharge. 
In low current discharge, however,(Townsend discharge) these excited 
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states can contribute to the br~akdownmechanism by releasing 
secondar,y electrons from the cathode (either by the collision of 
the excited atoms or by incidence of the emitted radiation) since in 
most cases any metal cathodes get contaminated with caesium and attain 
a Work function around 2 e.V. 
A great deal of work has been carried out concerning the 
breakdown mechanisms and characteristics of caesium vapour in the high 
current discharge because of its important industrial applications and 
now, due to the more recent development of gas discharge devices, a 
detailed study of the breakdown charcteristics of caesium vapour at 
low pressures is necessary in order to assist in obtaining a clear 
picture of the fundamental processes involved in the caesium vapour 
diSCharge. 
Due to the experimental difficulties created by the great 
chemical reactivity of caesium~here has not been reported any work 
on caesium vapour in the Tmmsend region apart from the paper published 
by Bratescu ClJG on breakdown potentials in caesium vapour. The 
results and the technique of Bratescu will now be discussed in the 
following section. 
3.1.2 THE EXPERIMENT OF BRATESCU 
The discharge tube vas made of :'Rasotherm" glass of diameter 
4.9 cm. The discharge tube was coated from the ins.ide with a protective 
Covering (Bestunmungen) which allowed the temperature to be taken 
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above 300oC. A side-arm containing a caesium reservoir was attacbed 
to the tube. This side-arm was maintained at lower temperature than 
the tube while taking the measurements. 
The electrodes were made of nickel sheets and had Rogowski profile 
to reeuce the field distortion. They were fastened on to the discharge 
tube by a tungsten wire of diameter 1 mm., which also served as 
electrical connection to the external circuit. The electrodes were 
3.7 em. in diameter and 2.6lcm •. apart. A diagram of the discharge 
tube is shown in fig. (14). 
The tube was heated at 4500 C under vacuum for several hours. The 
-5 of the order of. 10 mo.Hg. The pure caesium metal 
Was introduced into the discharge tube after several distillations under 
vacuum. After finishing the distillation, the tube was sealed and 
PUt into another tube, which 'TaS connected to the vacuum system during 
the actual running of the discharge. The purpose of the second tube 
was to prevent (when leaks develop) air penetrating into the discharge 
tUbe. The main discharge tube was mounted into the outside tube by 
the tungsten wires which held the electrodes. By heating the tube in 
an electric oven (its specification was not mentioned in the paper) 
various gas pressures of C vapour could be obtained. The pressure 
s 
was calculated from the expression (48) 
log p • - A - B logl~ + C 
10 fum. Hg.) T 
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where A II: 4042, B II: 1.4. C:=I 11.176 
and T is the temperature of the side-arm in kelvin degrees. 
The pressure p obtained fran the above formula was within an 
accuracy of 10%, and was reduced to the pressure Po at OOC. 
A potential of 1200 volts supplied by a bank of dry batteries was taken 
through a potential divider and was applied across the discharge tube 
through a resistance R (0 ~ R ~OOO o). The potential across the tube was 
measured by a Chauvin-Arnoux voltmeter. The breakdown potential was 
taken as that value of voltage at Which the applied potential falls by 
a small value, and the discharge light appeared. The breakdown 
potential as a function of p d (p is the reduced vapour pressure and 
o 0 
d is the electrode separation) is shown in fig. (1$). The minimum 
Value of the breakdown potentials. Vmin in caesium vapour and those 
t()f ~t'_um ~d sodium (48 ) are shown in table (3.1). 
--.---.. 
Metal Cathode Podmin V . (volts) nu.n 
Sodium !lickel 0.04 355 
Potassium Potassium 0.33 229.5 
I Caesium Nickel 0.244 360.2 1_ . __ __ __ _ 
---
COlIlparing these values of V . , Bratescu concluded that the values of 
mn 
breakdown potential ( i. e. Paschen curve) obtained in caesium vapour 
using nickel cathode would resemble those values if a caesium cathode 
. were used. It is high~ probable that the work function of his nickel 
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cathode was nearly equal to that of a caesium cathode (49). However, 
as it can be seen from table (3.1) that value Vmin for caesium is 
higher than those values of the other alkali metals, especially potassium, 
despite the fact that caesium has got the lowest ionization potential 
and work function. The reason for the high values of breakdown 
potentials could be attributed firstly to the loss of photons and excited 
atoms from the discharge volume since the ratio of the gap separation, d, 
to electrode diameter, DjII::: 0.7. In caesium discharge, photons and 
excited atoms are expected to be active processes, in the breakdown 
mechanism, and therefore a higher voltage is needed to subsidise for 
the loss of these particles. SecondlY the poor ultimate pressure obtained 
in his experiment (105mm•Hg.) as well as the undegassed electrodes could 
have been a source of impurities(of mainlY oxygen and nitrogen) which 
could easily change the breakdown mechanism of a metal like caesium. 
Further discussion and comparison of Bratescu's results with those 
obtained by the present author "Till be presented in chapter (6.1). 
3.2. PREVIOUS HORK IN MERCURY. 
3.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
This part of chapter (3) contains a review of the 
experimental '<1Ork relevant to the problem of evaluating and identifying 
the secondary processes involved in the low pressure mercury discharge. 
- 6~ 
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The first investigation of any importance in a mercury gas discharge 
was carried out by Llewellyn-Jones (50) and soon after by Grigorovici(Sl). 
They limited their experiments to the measurements of sparking potential 
in mercury vapour using bulk-metal electrodes. Their l10rk showed that 
surface effects were important ~rith bulk metal electrodes, either 
because of amalgamation or condensation. A ferT years later, : 
Badareu and Bratescu (52) obtained values of alp as a function of 
E/p using iron electrodes. However their results were in doubt due to 
the poor vacuum conditions under which the experiment was done 
(residual gas pressure of lo4mm• Hg. attained in the experimental 
tube before distillation of the mercury). 
It was not until recently that, in this laboratory, the mercury 
discharge parameters (first and second Townsend ionization coefficients) 
Were measured by Smith and Overton under clean consistent conditions. 
The results obtained by Smith (53) demonstrated that a mercury pool can 
provide a clean reproducible surface of constant work function, suitable 
far use as a cathode under the gas discharge conditions. Using the 
Values of alp and of the sparking potentials, Smith (53) obtained 
o 
curves ot the second Townsend coetficient (w/a ) as a function of 
E/po' shown in fig. (16), for three electrode separations. The 
three curves show the same general trends with high peaks (along the 
w la -axis) at low values of E/p • which was attributed to the action 
o. 
at photons (produ~ed by de-excitation of atoms in the resonance states 
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3Pl and lPl ) at the cathode. The increased loss of photons from the 
discharge volume was given as an explanation of the displacement of 
the curves along the w / a - axis. Using a graphite cathode it was 
tound that the values ot w /a 'Were much lower than those obtained 
tor mercury cathode because of the higher work function of the graphite. 
Later on, Overton (54) using similar techniques confirmed the 
existence of such peaks in the curves of w/a at low values of 
E/PO shown in fig. (17). The appearance of these peaks was attributed 
by Overton to the increase in the densities of resonance-photons and 
metastable atoms. The peaks were observed in the region of E/p of 
o 
20 -1 -1 . . () o V cm. mm.Hg., where the excitation probabllitles 5 to the four 
P-states of mercury, are maximum. The 'present author has observed 
similar peaks and also similar displacements of the curves along the 
w/a -axis.. E ' '." which is accounted for as due to the loss ot 
oFf"t 
the active particles as the ratio gap separation (d) to the electrode 
diameter (D). increases. 
The increase ot w/a , at higher values of E/p (greater 
o 
than 900 V cm~mm.Hi~) .,vas attributed by Smith to the increase in the 
emission of secondary electrons produced by the incidence of doubly 
charged mercury ions (Hr) on the cathode surface. However, Kovar (55), 
While determining the mobility of mercury ions in mercury vapour did not 
detect Hr although his range of E/p extended as tar as 1500 V ciii~ mm.Hi~ 
o 
The only fast ion detected was Hg; (with a mobility ot approximately 
twice that of the atomic singly charged ion) which could not be 
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-1 -1 detected above an E/p of about 100 V cm. mm.Hg. Taking an 
o 
advantage of Kovar's measurements, Overton assumed that the emission 
of secondary electrons from the cathode in the range of E/p > 650V ciii~ 
o 
mm.Hg~, is entirely due to the incidence of the singly charged positive 
ions (Hg+) on the cathode and that they cause the emission of electrons 
from the cathode by virtue of their potential energy. 
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the curve 
wI a ; f(E/p) and to find the relative importance of the secondary 
processes, Overton studied the temporal growth of ionization in mercury 
vapour. His eJ..-periment and results will be discussed in the next 
section. 
3.2.2. THE WORK OF OVERTON. 
A diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig. (~). The electrode 
system consisted of a mercury pool cathode and a glass anode. The 
mercury forming the cathode "Tas contained in a conical cup attached to 
the base of the discharge chamber by an internal seal. A wall guard-ring 
was formed at the base of the chamber during the distillation process. 
This electrode was connected to the cathode (thouBh electrically separate) 
via the reservoir R. The reservoir R was surrounded by a heating coil 
so that mercury could be distilled from the wall electrode to the 
cathode, thus maintaining the required mercury level in the cathode. 
The anode, 4 cm. in diameter t "Tas surrounded by a glass guard •. r il'l~, 
lJl8.king the total diameter of the anode assembly 6 cm. Doth anode and 
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guard-ring were ground smooth and coated with platinum to make them 
electrically conducting. The anode assembly could be moved perpendicular 
to the cathode by an electromagnetic device (coil eSl and the iron rod 
11 shown in the figure (18» and ",as prevented from sliding down by 
exerting a sufficient fractional force between a brake, B, and the rod 
supporting the anode. This force was applied on the brake B by activating 
the iron rod I2 by coil es2• Ultra-violet radiation from a high pressure 
mercury lamp was admitted through the quartz window. The apparatus was 
baked for 24 hours at 4500 e while being pumped by the vacuum system. 
After sealing the experimental tube from the vacuum system pressure 
between 107 and 108 mm.Hg. was obtained (by using the pressure measuring 
ionization gauge) before mercury was finally distilled into it. 99.9% 
pure mercury was admitted into the system and it was twice distilled 
under vacuum before being finally distilled into the experimental tUbe. 
After finishing the distillation, the tube was disconnected from the 
vacuUJll system and placed in an electric oven so that vapour pressures 
COUld be achieved by regulating the temperature. The temperature was 
measured by thermo-couples and a maximum difference of 10e could be 
detected between any two extreme points ( 1 metre) inside the oven. 
Before measuring the formative time lag, OVerton (54) measured the 
To -11 x8 WUsend ionization coefficients. Using currents between 10 and 1u amps, 
a /po was measured as a function of E/po. 
For measuring the formative time lag, Overton used a pulse __ 
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~hich consisted of the output voltage from a bank of dry batteries. 
This pulse was applied across the tube by means of a mercury switch 
which had a rise time of a micro-second. The height of the pulse (or 
the applied potentBl across the tube) was controlled by means of a 
potentiometer. The formative time lag was measured as the time for the 
current to grow from zero (i.e. from the moment of closing the 
mercury switch) to the value 106 amps, at which the current was found 
to be self maintained. The time taken for the gap to break down, and 
the magnitude of the current flowing, were measured by a Tektronix 
Type 454A oscilloscope, the probes of which were connected across the 
megohm resistance in the cathode circuit. The formative time lag was 
measured at small values of overvoltages at a particular value of E/p • 
o 
Measurements were carried out in the ranee of E/p from 170 to 500 V cm; mm.He: 
o 
ForJna.tive time lags were found of the order of milliseconds. Fig. U9 ) 
Shews the formative time lags as a function of the percentage of overvoltage 
r(~-Vs ) :J . t. x 100 at different values of E/po' 
. V A plot of the time lag 
s 
against E/po for a given percentage of overvoltage, showed that at 
V'e.J..ues of E/p above 170 V. cm7mm. ~~ , the breakd'own mechanisms were 
o 
beCOming progressively faster. The time lag decreased from 50 milliseconds 
at an E/p of 170 V.cm~mm.Hg~, to 12 milliseconds at an E/p of 400 V.cm~ 
o 0 
lIltn.Hg~, this is shown in fig. <aO.). Comparison of the two curves in 
t' 19. (20 shows that the formative time lag was becoming faster when the 
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fixed electrodes separation was reduced only from 1.4 cm. to 1.2 cm. 
Unfortunately, Overton did not take any more measurements at the last 
electrode separation (1.2 cm.) to show the dependence of the time lags 
on tile electrodes separation. Such dependence is investigated by the 
present author and it is found that the formative time kg and thus 
the breakdown processes depend to a great extent on the pressure and 
on the discharge gap geometry, as will be seen in chapter (6). 
Using Davidson theory (chapter 2), Overton (54) anal1sed his 
results on the assumption that one or all of the following secondary 
prOCesses, 
(a) the action of delayed resonance radiation, 
(b) cOllision-induced-non-resonance radiation from metastable atoms, 
the destruction of metastable atoms at the cathode, were 
active at the cathode together with, 
(d) the action of positive ions. 
ASSUming an upper limit of 2000 ciii~ for the absorption coefficient of 
the resonance radiation, and that the process of transfer of resonance 
radiation through mercury vapour is a diffusion process, Overton 
CalCUlated the time lag when processes (a) and (d) were assumed to be 
active. Using Davidson's theory (2.2) the times calculated were round 
to be three orders of magnitude faster than the measured time lags, 
'l"he next case considered was that of the combined action of met astable 
6.tOJDs (in the states 3P2 ) and of positive ions at the cathode. The time 
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lags Were calculated (using theory 2.2) for 0%, 20%, 50% and 80% positive 
ion Contribution to w / a A / -1-1 At an E Po of 250 V .cm.mm.Hg., metastable 
action alone yielded time lags approximatelY 200 times greater than the 
measured ones, whereas for 80% positive ion action, Overton found the 
CalCulated time lag to be only three times too grea.t. The present 
author analysed his own results in terms of Davidson's theory (2.2) 
on the assumption that the two processes considered above (metastable 
atoms and positive ions) are the only active secondary processes at the 
cathOde. Again as in Overton's case, no combination of the two 
Processes could fully account for the present observed growth of 
ionization (i.e. formative time lags). 'rhe present analysis is 
diScussed later in chapter (6). 
Overton performed his last analysis on the assumption that 
on~ processes (b) (photons produced from the volume destruetion of. 
metastable atoms) and (d) were active. Time lags were calculated 
(u • 81ng Davidson's theory 2.3) at four different values of overvoltages 
and for three different assumed life-times of the mercury metastable 
ato~. n1e assumed values of life-times were 5 x 103 sec., lo3sec ., and 
5 JC 1-04sec • eel • Only three curves of the observ t1me lags were analysed 
at ~alues of E/p of 250, 358 and 391 v.cm~mm.Hg~ 
o 
At an E/po of 250 V .cm~mm.HS~, the time lag was calculated 
tOr 0%, 20% 50% and 80% positive ion contribution for the thl'ee assumed 
l' lfe-times. Fairly close agreement between the calculated and the 
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Ineasured time lags was obtained, tor l03s ec • life-time ( ti and 80% 
, -L. ' \ 
POsitive ion contribution ( y) and for ' ~ x 10'Bee~ and 50% positive 
1: ,-
ion contribution. The results are suinmarised in the following table. 
Table (3.1) 
- -
6V% 0.46 0.67 0.85 1.0 y% t sec. 
-
't exp (m. sec. ) 15.0 11.0 8.0 7.0 I 
t calc~m.sec.) 12.0 10.0 8.0 6.5 80 103 
t Calc ~m. sec. ) 12.0 9.0 7.5 6.0 50 5xl04 
"Calc~m.sec. ) 6.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 80 5xlrf 
'--
At E/po of 358 V.cm~mm.Hg~, Overton c~rried out the ca~calation.for, 201.,40% 
55% and 80% positive ion contribution in w fa A good agreement 
"'as found betw'een the calculated and the expflI'imental time lags for 55% 
POSitive ions contribution when the life-time of the metastable atoms 
"'as taken as 5 x lo4sec ., as can be seen from table 3.2. 
Table 3.2 
r 6 V% 0.49 1.54 I 0.77 1.13 
I a 4.452 4.464 4.488 4.512 
it eJcp~m.sec. ) 4.96 3.40 2.40 7.25 
~. (~ "' ) calc.. .c . 6.0 4.97 3.84 3.0 
I'f' , 
). 614.3 731.6 993.7 1307.9 
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y = 55% , ~·4 W / (J = 22xlO, p = 0.6 rom.Eg. , d = 1.4 cm .~ 
o 
E/p :: 358 T = 5xl04 sec. 
o ' ~ ,as defined in Chapter 2. 
At E/ -1-1 Po of 391 V.cm. mm.Hg., OVerton performed his last calculation 
Of the formative time lag for 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% positive ions 
Contribution in w / (J • The best fit between the measured and the 
calcUlated time lags, was foundfor 60% positive ions contribution in 
III / a. as can be seen from the following table. 
Table 3.3 
-
~ 
A V% 0.53 I 0.81 1.15 1.54 
a. 5.279 5.298 5.320 5.345 
t expo (m. sec. ) 6.0 4.28 3.20 2.4 
t 
calc. (m.sec.) 5.0 3.72 3.01 2.38 
~ 776.4 986.5 1260.3 1638.0 
y = 60%, W / (J -4 6 / = 20xlO , P = 0.3 mm.Hg., d = 1.2 em., ,E p = 391., 
o 0 
'T -4 
• 5Xl.0 sec. 
Although a close agreement between the measured and the calculated 
time lags was found at E/p of 358 and 391 V .cm~ mm.Hg~, the calculated 
o 
times at E/p of 250V.cm~ mm.ag~ show a deviation from the measured 
o 
ones. The deviation is more pronounced at the smallest value of 
Percentage of over voltage (0.46%), although the analysis uas carried 
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Out for only a small range of EV%, between 0.46% and 1.0%, (the present 
author's measurements· of time lags were analysed for a range of 
AV% between 0.2% and 2% and in some cases up to 4%). The deviation 
is not surprising since at all the three values of E/po' the nearest 
a ~ sreement was found for a lifetime of 5 x 10 sec. The average lifetime 
Of metastable atom is goverBed b.Y the destruction processes (36) which 
depend in most cases on the number of collisions per sec. the metastable 
atom undergoes. It is expected, therefore, that the average lifetime of 
metastable atoms will be a function of pressure (see section 2.3). 
~le lifetime T would be expected 
1 ' 
llIm. IIg-l ( 
• , P = 0.98 mm.Hg.,) than at 
o 
/ -1 to be smaller at E Po = 250 V.cm. 
-1 -1 E/p of 358 and 391 V.cm. mm.Eg • 
o 
(po is 0.6 and 0.63 mm.Hg., respectively). The dependence of the 
a~erage lifetime of metastable atoms on the pressure is investigated 
b~ the present author and it will be discussed in Chapter (6). From 
the present analysis (Chapter 6), it is found that a lifetime of 
approximately 50 ~ sec. would be expected at E/po = 250, which agrees 
With the lifetime (46.8 predicted by Aubrecht (56), of 46.8 ~ sec. 
A l'f k:' -4 1 etime of approximately~xlO sec., would be expected by the 
a.n~sis at E/p 
o 
~ CONCLUSION'. 
-1 -1 
of 358 and 391 V.cm. mm.H~ . 
present 
As it can be seen from the previous review, apart from Bratescu's 
Ineasurement of breakdown potential, the electrical properties of 
ca.esium, in the Townsend region, have not been measured yet. 
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In mercury however, values of the primary and secondary ionization 
Coefficients have been established (Smith (53 and Overton (54» and 
have shown that the general behaviour of mercury vapour under controlled 
discharge conditions is very similar to that of the rare gasses. 
~erton's measurements of the formative time lag have shown that slow 
Processes are involved in the mercury discharge. His analysis has shown 
the importance of non-resonance radiation (produced by the volume 
destruction of metastable atoms) as a secondary process at the values 
of E/po mentioned above. 
However, as it has been seen, fUrther measurements of the 
formative time lags are needed to show its dependence on vapour pressure 
and gap geometry as well as to confirm Overton's measurements. Analysis 
ot the formative time lag measurements are also required in order to 
identify and to assist the relative importance of the secondary 
P~ocesses involved in the mercury discharge at low values of E/po. 
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tl. VACUUM SYSTEl-1. 
CHAPrER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARA'lUS 
A line diagram of the vacuum system used to process th~ .mercury 
eJcperimental tubes, is shown in fig (.2l). The system, apart from the rotary 
P\Unp was made of Pyrex glass. The asbestos board "Thich separated the manifold 
from the pumping system acted as a support for an electric fUrnace. This 
allowed the glass (manifold) to be baked and thus enabled a good ultimate 
~acuum to be obtained. 
The pumping system consisted of a rotary pump in series with a two 
stage mercury diffusion pump, separated from the latter by a flask containing 
PhOSPhorous pentoxide, included to protect the rotary pump from moisture. 
The diffusion pump was connected to the manifold via two liquid air traps 
Which were connected in series. The purpose of the liquid air traps was to 
Condense any mercury on the high vacuum side and prevent it reaching the 
lIIanifold. 
There were two greased taps Gl and G2, which "Tere greased with the 
Illininnun amount of itA piezon Nil grease. The function of Gl was to isolate 
the rotary pump from the rest of the system; that of G2 to let the rotary 
~p up to atmospheric pressure after isolation. No greased taps were 
PreSent on the high vacuum side of the pumping system. 
The manifold consisted of three distillation tubes, Dl , D2 , D3 , 
conn 
ected together in series through constrictions Cl and C2• The constr-
iction C3 separated the distillation tubes from the pumping system. The 
Pigstail breaker B served to isolate the experimental tube T from the 
diat' l.llation tubes. An Edwards ionization gauge ( 1 G3) 
\ra.s 
mounted between the experimental tube T, and the constriction C5" 
~en the constriction Cs "Tas closed, the ion gauge served as a measuring 
and PUlnping device. An iron rod completely surrounded by glass was placed 
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at E in order that the breaker might be smashed when required. 
The vacuum system ~Tas modified for use with the caesium 'uperimental 
tUbes. A diasram of the apparatus is shown in fig(22). In this' case the 
size of the distillation tubes was much smaller than in the previous case 
(by about a factor of 100). The distillation tube Dl was connected to a 
side-arm, A, which was mounted underneath the asbestos board. The side-a.rm 
Contained a caesium ampoule which \Tas surrounded by a heater made of thin 
tungsten wire. Electrical connection to the coil was made through two thick 
tungsten-pyrex seals. The side-arm was baked at a lower temperature than 
the rest of themnnifold t because the ampoule was made of low melting-point 
glass. 
4.2. THE CAESIUM EXPERIm!TAL TUBES 
4.2.1. INTRODUCTION. 
Experimentally caesium (and generally the alkali metals) presents 
a unique set of problems. Appreciable vapour pressures of this metal can 
be aChieved at temperature of a few hundred degrees centigrade. At these 
high temperatures, the experimental difficulties are caused by two main 
PrOblems. 
(a) Intensive reduction of the oxide film of the glass-tunGsten seals 
(~hich provide the electrical connection to the electrodes ) results either 
in deVeloping leaks or cracking and thus a complete destruction of the 
seals.1rhe destruction process takes from one to several hours (in the 
first tube the seals were destroyed in less than 24 hours at a temperature 
The glass becomes electrically conducting so that measurements of the 
'rO\lnsend ionization coefficents loTOuld become impossible (a leakage current 
or ... -4 . 1 • 10 A. was flow~ng on applying lOOV bet,.,een the electrodes ~n the 
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first and second experimental tubes). 
Three different tubes were built ;.Ti t h different designs before finally 
the life time of the tungsten-pyrex seals was nearly 20 days (under 
COntinuous running at temperatures above 200°C ,d th caesium inside the 
eJCperimental 
lo8A• 
tubes ) and the leakage current 'vas cut down to better , than 
4.2.2. THE FIRST AND SECOND CAESIUM TUBES. 
The two tubes l-,ere similar in the geneaal design, fig ~3 ). 
~e main body of each tube was made of a 500 c.c. pyrex boiling flask. The 
electrodes ",ere made of nickel and had a Rogowski profile to reduce the field 
distortion and were 5 cm. in diameter. They were polished with a fine 
entery paper and jel-,eller's rouge and washed by 30% diluted nitric acid and 
then by a distilled water. The electrodes were joined to the central tubes 
by t~gsten-pyrex seals which served also as their electrical connections. 
The separation between the electrodes was 1.23 cm. anel 1.18cm. in the first 
and second tube respectively. Parallelism between the electrodes was 
~ithin 3%. A graphite guard-ring was painted on the inside of each dis-
charge tube in order to intercept currents travelling along the walls. 
Conn t . . . l' .. ed t ec 10n to each r1ng was made by a n1cke ~re J01n 0 a t,mgsten-
PY~ex seal in the wall of each tube. The only two differences in the 
deSign of the tubes were in the qualities of the tungsten-pyrex seals and 
in the wiath of the painted rings. A diagram of the two seals used in 
t~be8 (1) and (2) are shown in fig ( 2~. In the case of seal (1), the glass 
r' ~lm around the tungsten rod was about 1~1.5mm. thick and was lcm. long. 
In Seal (2) the thickness ,vas 0.15 -t- O. 25mm. and it was 2. 5cm. long. Experi-
~ent8 with the first and the second tubes indicated that at a temperature 
aboYe 2000C, the lite time of seal (1) {and thus of the corresponding 
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discharge tube) was less than 24 hours, while that of seal (2) was about 
240 hours. The shortness of the li"Fe of seal (1) was caus ed by the 
destruction of the entire seal due to the cracks which started at the end 
of the thick glass film. In the case of seal. .(2) ,however~ because of the 
thinness of the glass film, the cracks ''Iere localised and owing to the 
Very slow entry of the caesium along the alread¥ reduced part of the seal, 
the redUction process in the next part of the seal was very slow, ' and 
therefore seal (2 ) lasted ten times longer than seal (1). Close inspection 
at tube (2 ) revealed that the seals were not destroyed completely as in 
tUbe (l), but the air 'vas starting penetrating inside the tube, probably 
dUe to leaks which developed through the slow reduction of the oxide layer 
at the other end of the seals. 
In both tubes, a high leakage current (circuit in fig(31» of about lo4A• 
\ras found to flow around the "ralls although the tracking (w'all ) guard-
ring Was at the same potential as the anode and the .. Tidth of the painted 
ring in tube (2 ) was five times bigger than in tube (l). 
~THE THIRD CAESIUM TUBE. 
As it has been seen, the seals used in the second caesium 
tUbe, proved to be quite satisfactory as it lasted for a period long 
enOUgh to take enough measurements, on the other hand the leakage current 
lias t'l'o large (~104A ) . Such high leakage current disturbs the unitorm 
field in the discharge gap. Therefore, the third caesium experimental 
tUbe was designed with the object of cutting down the leakage current 
fl~ng around the walls, as well as extending the lite-time of the 
tUngsten_pyrex seal (and eventually the life-time of the discharge tube). 
~ line diagram of the third caesium tube is shown in fig (25). The elect-
l'odes were constructed and treated in the same way as in the first two 
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caesium tubes and were 1.745 em. apart. The body of the discharge tube 
1-1as made of 7cm. diameter Pyrex glao '5 tube which had its wall blmm out 
around the discharge gap. The distance bet'Teen the circumference of the 
electrodes and the walls of the discharge tube was more than 3 cm. All 
the tungsten-Pyrex sea~used in this tube were similar to those used in 
the second tube. To stop air penetrating into the tubes (through the 
eYentual development of leaks or cracks) each electrical connection to 
the inside of the tube electrodes was made through double (tungsten-Pyrex) 
Seals in series with each other. The side-glass tube between the first 
and second seal Ivas pumped separately through a constriction and vride 
~e.. 
bore tube which were connected straight tOLmain pumping system. 
The vrall guard-ring was painted this time Ivith a very thin layer of' 
Platinum of 3 cm. width. The liquid bright platinum (Johnson t1atthey Ltd.) 
\Tas fired before the nickel electrodes ,vere welded in the tube to prevent 
al\Y attachment of the fumes from the liquid on the electrodes. In an 
attempt to reduce the leakage current, '8. side-arm (glass tube) R, was 
attached to the main discharge tube to act as 8. caesium reservoir. This 
rese:rvoir was kept at a lmTer temperature while taking the measurements. 
A small diameter (0. 6cm.) quartz tube "Tas attached to the discharge tube 
t~ough a graded seal to facilitate irradiation of the cathode by lntra-
Yl.Olet light. 
4.2.4. !HE FOURTH, FIFTH CAESIUM TUBES. 
Observations made with the third tube proved that the double 
seals extended the life-time of the tube to approximately a month under 
COntinuous running at caesium pressure between 0.1 and O.5mm.Hg. which 
corresponds to temperatures between 207°C and 2530 C. Hmvever, a high 
leakage current ( .. 106) was still flowing around the inside ualls, even 
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\Then t..'f).e temperature of the rese!'voir was 1500 C Imler than that or the 
discharge tube. 
The extension of the tracking path length (distance along the 
inside walls) betwen the two electrodes (anode and cathode), was found 
to be more effective in reducing the l eakage current. Two different 
techniques were employed in the fourth and fifth tubes for the extension 
of the tracking path length. 
A line diagram of the fourth tube is shown in fig(26). 1be tracking 
path length was extended by corrugating the surface of the top of tube 
U:pi'lards and dowmmrds. The corrugated part consisted of six Pyrex tubes 
o 'P d.. 4 ~ lameters 0.8,1.5, 2.5, ~ 5.5 and 7 cm., and were of medium size 
~alls. These tubes were sealed to each other alternately at each end and 
~~e arranged to fit inside each other concentrically, so that their 
\1a.lls '-TOuld not touch each other. Each seal "Tas tested for leaks indivi-
dually and they were annealed at a temperature of 5200 C to get rid of any 
strains which might have developed during the sealing processes. The 
outside tube was joined to a 500 C.C. Pyrex flask. The electrodes were 
Supported by central tubes which were sealed to the top and the bottom 
01' the discharge tube. Attachment of the electrodes to the central 
tUbes "Tere made through tungsten-Pyrex seals (of similar kind to those 
USed in the second tube ) . The length of the tube from the top to the 
bottom was 50 cm., and that of the corrugated part Has 20 cm., which 
~ade a tracking path of about 150 cm. Unfortunately ~ due to the large 
height of the tube compared to that of the electric oven ( ~ 60 cm.) it 
~as not possible to make double-seals for the electrical connections to 
the two electrodes. 
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In the fifth tubes, however, the top part lTas made in a simpler way. 
A Pyrex tube of diameter l7c.m., ~Tas sealed at one end and five tubes of 
different small diameters and each of length 20cm., were clamped inside 
it concentrically. All the fiYe tubes were then joined to the sealed top 
Of the outside tube by internal seals. vfuile these seals were hot the top 
Of the central tube was blown out and another tube was joined to it. A 
Photograph of the top of the tube is shown in fig(27). The bottom of the 
Outside tube had a small diameter tube joined by an internal seal in the 
inside and another small tube from the outside, as shown in the photograph 
and the line diagram im figs. (28·) and (29). 
The length of the whole tube was 4.5cm., and that of the attached tubes 
at the top was 20 cm., which constituted a traclting path length of about 
230Clll. Because of the shorter length of the tube ( compared to fourth 
tUbe) all electrical connections to the electrodes were made through 
dOUble-tungsten-P,yrex seals similar to those used in the third tube. 
In both tubes the wall guard-rings were made with a very thin layer of 
Platinum, and were 1 cm. wide. Electrical connections to both guard-
1" lngS were made through the double seals. The electrodes used in these 
two tubes were made from nickel, and were constructed and treated in the 
88J:ne:. way as in the first two tubes. The electrode separations were 
0·566 cm., and 1.65 cm. , in the fourth and fifth tUbes respectively. 
Parallelism between any pair of electrodes v~s within 3% accuracy. A 
wide diameter (1.5cm.) quartz window was attached to each tube through 
a graded seal for the irradiation of the cathode by ~tra-violet radiation. 
COllimation of the radiation was aChieved by an appropriately machined 
CY-linder(of small diameter 0.3cm.) made of Copper, mounted over each 
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qUart z window. 
Each experimental caesium. ~ube was connected to the distillation 
system via a breaker and a length 0-1: narrow'vore tubing which could be 
easily collapsed and sealed after the caesium had been distilled into 
the tUbe. The main body of each discharge tube and the side-tubes 
(which contained the double seals) were joined to the pumping system 
via a \-Tide bore tube which had constrictions. 
4.3. THE MERCURY EXPERIMENTAL TUBES. 
4.3.1. THE FIRST MERCURY TUDE. 
A line diagram of the tube is shown in fig( 30) • The tube 
Was me,de of a rounded flask with a flat bottom. The electrode system 
Consisted of a mercury pool cathode and a stainless steel anode, "lhich 
had a Rogowski profile. The neck of the flask, unfortunat ely limited 
the anode diameter to 4 cm. The anode was ground smooth using success-
ively finer grades of emery paper, then polished by using a mixture of 
jeweller's rouge and Brasso. It 1,ras finally washed by tetrachloroethylene 
and distilled water successively. The anode was supported at the centre 
Of the tube by a small diameter (1 cm.) glass tube sealed to a tungsten 
1'0d which ,.,as spot welded to the anode. The glass tube ''las fixed in 
POSition by means of an internal seal at the top of the neck of the tube. 
Cal,'e was taken to ensure approximate parallelism bet'''een the anode and 
the flat bottom of the tube, while sealing the anode to the central tube. 
I\. fine nickel wire was attached to the tungsten rod (which "ras spot 
Welded to the anode) ancl to a tungsten seal. in the walls of the tube to 
Pl'ovide the electrical .connection to the anode. Connection to the 
~l'cury pool ''las provided through a tunGst en-Pyrex seal in the base of 
the tUbe. _ 80 _ 
A graphite ring was painted on the inside of the discharge chamber in order 
to intercept currents flowing along the walls of the tube. Electrical 
connection to the ring was made by a nickel wire joined to a tungsten seal 
in the wall of the tube. A quartz ,dndow was joined to the tube through 
a graded seal and positioned at such an angle that Ultra-violet radiation 
transmitted through it "rould strike the cathode at almost grazing incidence 
and provide an efficient source of photo-electrons. The quartz window had 
a diameter of about 0.3 cm. The distance between the periphery of the 
anOde and the wells of the tube was approximately 3cm., which was approx-
imately five times biGger than the electrode separation. 
The tube was connected to the distillation apparatus via a breaker and a 
length of a narrow bore tube (C4) which could easily be collapsed after 
the mercury had been distilled into the tube. A tube of wider bore 
Containing a constriction (C6) served as a pumping arm. The experimental 
tube could be removed from the manifold after sealing the constrictions. 
A thermo-couple was strapped to the outer wall of the base of the discharge 
Chamber so that the temperature of the mercury pool could be determined. 
4.3.2. THE SECOND r-IERCURY 'lUBE. 
Preliminary measurements show that at an E/po < 250 V.cm; mm..Hg; t 
the formative time lag was not dependent only on the gap geometry (i. e . 
ratio of the electrodes diameter D to the electrode separation, d) but 
also on the pressure. Therefore, in the design of the second mercury tube t 
electrodes of large diameters with small variable separation distances 
"ere used. This design enabled the formative ti~ lag to be measured for 
. hiSher ratios of DId and for a wide range of pressures. A photograph of 
the tube, during mercury distillation, is shown in fig( 3:0, and a line 
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diagram. of the same tube is shown in fig (32). The main body of the 
discharge tube was made of pyrex flask of diameter l7cm. The neck of the 
flask 'Was made of pyrex tube of diameter 11.8cm. The electrode system 
Consisted of a mercury pool cathode and of anode disk and guard-ring. The 
diameter of the anode was 8.7cm., and that of the anode and guard-ring, 
O.5cm. wide~aken together, was lOcm. Both electrodes were made of 
antimagnetic stainless steel (grade EN58E), and were ground smooth a~d 
POlished by Beck and Moss Ltd. (Faraday Works, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, 
England ) . The maximum deviation from flatness at any region on the 
Surface of the electrodes was not greater than O.005cm. The ~node and 
guard- ring were each supported b.Y four glass branches coming qut from a 
central tube, D. Each electrode was attached to these branch~s in the 
fOllOwing way. Four blind holes "Tere drilled at equal intervals round 
the back surfaces of the electrodes. Into each of these eight holeR was 
screwed a piece of stainless steel studding which had been welded at the 
top to a tungsten rod. The electrodes were adjusted symmetrically on a 
flat surface, then all the tungsten rods were sealed into the glass 
branches of the central tube. In order to prevent the electrodes being 
Strained during this process every two tungsten rods that were diameter-
iCally opposite were sealed at the same time. After the eight seals had 
been completed they '\vere all annealed together . During the sealing 
~OCess, the electrodes were covered with asbestos to prevent them being 
°lCid· l.sed by over-heating. The anode assembly was held in the central plane 
b~ Passing the central tube, D, through two close-fitting tubes A and C. 
~e Close-fitting tube C was held in position by joining its widened end to 
a tUbe E which was joined at its other end to the other close-fitting tube 
A. Due to the small diameter of the central tube, D, it ~ffl.S joi ned at its 
top to another bigger diameter tube which just fitted inside the close-
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fitting tube, A. The close-fitting tube. A, was connected to the top of 
the main body of the discharge tube by an internal seal. Tube A was 
~idened at its other end and joined to a large diameter tube, B, which had 
half of its upper top sloped and serrated. The central tube, and thus the 
anode assembly, was held in the vertical position by joining the central 
tUbe at right angles to a glass rod, F, which rested on one of the notches. 
JOined to the glass rod was a metal rod enclosed in a glass tube, G, so 
that a magnet could be used to select different notches to hold the glass 
~Od, F, and thus the height of the anode assembly above the mercury pool 
COUld be altered. 
The mercury forming the cathode was contained in a flat bottomed cup 
Of diameter llcm. A flat surface was necessary so that the mercury cathode 
to be formed could have the largest possible surface area with the minimum 
~ount of distilled mercury. The cup was attached to the base of the 
diSCharge tube by an internal seal. A wall guard-ring was formed at the 
base of the discharge tube during the distillation process. This electrode 
(~all guard-ring ) was connected to the cathode (though electricall y 
sep~ate ) via the reservoir, R. This was surrounded by a heatine coil so 
that mercury could be distilled from the ,,·rall electrode to the cathode 
thus maintaining the required cathode level. This method of maintaining 
the correct amount of mercury in the cathode was simple and convenient as 
no ~echanical disturbance of the tube was required and the level could be 
~e8to~ed without moving the electric furnace. 
A small diameter (O.3cm.) quartz uindow uas attached to the discharge 
ch~ber at such angle that irradiation of the centre of the cathode could 
b 
e achieved at grazing incidence by Ultra-violet radiation. 
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Electrical contacts to the electrodes were made by ttmgsten seals and 
nickel tape. ObservatiorB of the electrode separation were made through 
two plain glass windows, which were built at right angles to each other. 
The tube was connected to the vacuum system in the same way as in the 
first experiment. 
4. 4. THE ELECTRIC OVEN. 
The electric oven used in these studies is the one used by Smith (53) 
and Overton (54). It was an air oven, which cons isted of two enclllsures, 
One inside the other. The inner enclosure consisted of a cube of side 
2''''3'' and was constructed from ~fI thick steel plate. The outer container 
Was a cube of side 4' made from hard asbestos and lined on its outer faces 
With polished aluminium sheet to reduce heat losses. The amount of air 
sPace between the inner faces of the outer box and outer faces of the 
inner box was about 6" all around. Three heating elements llere mo·,olt ed 
On each of the inner faces of the outer box. These elements were mounted 
Obliquely across each face to assist the even distribution of heat. These 
heaters were connected to the mains through 8A Variac transformers gauged 
together so that they could be operated simultaneously. The transformers 
enabled the temperature of the oven to be adjusted to any des i red value up 
to a maximum of 300oC. Four calibrated copper-constanton thermo-couples 
"ere Used to test the oven for temperature gradients. These were mounted 
at different parts and at different heights inside the inner box. The 
~imum difference in temperature that could be detected between the 
~tremes of the oven was 20 C. This meant that the variation in temperature 
in the centre, in the region of the experimental tube, was about 0.20 C. 
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Illumination, inspection of the inter-electrodes separation, and irradi-
ation of the cathode by Ultra-violet, were made through windm.rs 2" in 
diameter which were drilled in the cent~ of each lateral face. of each 
. \'.,;' 1. 
Container. Leads to the thermo-couples a~d to various electrical conn-
ections to the experimental tubes were taken out through the base of the 
oven through Glass tubes and attached to coaxial sockets on a panel fixed 
to the main frame. In the case of the anode and cathode leads, the glass 
tUbing was encased in copper conduit piping and fixed rigidly in position. 
This reduced vibration and the production of small charges by friction. 
The inner steel box and the copper pipes were earthed, and thus provided 
an efficient electrostatic screen. In this 'flay measurement of currents of 
the d -11 . or er of 10 A were poss1ble. 
In the case of the third caesium experimental tube, a small oven was 
attached to the big oven through its base to regulate the temperature of 
the side-arm which contained the caesium reservoir. This small oven con-
Sisted of copper pipe of bigger inner diameter than the outer diameter of 
the side-arm tube. The lower end of the pipe was closed and the other 
~aa screwed to the base of the big oven. 
A heater wire was wrapped regularly around the outer surface of the copper 
Pipe, Which ensured even heat distribution around the side-arm. The 
heater was electrically isolated from the copper tube by thin sheets of 
JlliCQ and was driven by a stabilized power supply of 2.5 K\oT output. The 
t~perature of the reservoir was measured by a thermo-couple strapped to the 
~alla of the side-a~. 
4.5 ~E VOLTAGE SOURCE. 
The D.C. voltages were obt6lined from a bank of dry cells connected 
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in series through a chain of 500 kr resistors. These resistors were "Tired 
to a double bank selector switch, S, (fig. 3~, enabling various voltages 
to be tapped. A 250 k n wire-wound potentiometer, R, was connected across 
the output of the switch. The centre terminal of this po~ntiometer ,,,as 
uSed as the hiBh tension output, enabling the voltage to be varied by less 
than O.lv. 
The output voltage was measured by applying it across a chain of 
Calibrated resistances, each of the order of a megohm. This chain was 
'Wit-ed in series ,.ri th a calibrated ~dre-wound 15 k n resistor, Rl , and the 
VOltage drop across this resistor measured with a potentiometer. The 
~ltiplication of this voltage by the appropriate factor gave the value 
or the output voltage. The apparatus described above was used in the 
measurement of breakdown ptoentials, first ionization coefficents and 
formative time-lags. The techniques used in obtaining these measur~ents 
'Will be described in the following chapter. 
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CHAPI'ER V 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
5.1 .VACUUM T&:mUQUES. 
All grease and dust particles were removed from glassl"are before it 
"Ta8 assembled by washing it thDl'ough~, first in 30% diluted nitric acid 
and then in distilled ,,,ater. After the assemb~, the system was evacuated 
to a pressure of 103 mm.Hg. by means of the rotary backing pump, and was 
tested for leaks by using a IITesvac lt high frequency leak detector. 
Once it was established that the system was free of leaks large enough to 
be detected by this method, the mercury pump was switched on, and liquid 
nitrogen was added to the liquid air traps to condense any mercury vapour 
and thus prevent it from reaching the manifold. 
'!'he B~ard-Alpert gauge was outgassed in two stages, first~ the filament 
alone by resistive heating and then the grid and the collector together 
\tere outgassed by electron bombardment from the filament. The maximum 
currents used in the two stages were those values quoted in the manufac-
ture catalogue. The manifold was then covered with a large electric oven 
and baked at 4500 C for about one d~ with continuous pumping. In the 
caesium vacuum system the side-arm was baked alone at 2500C by an electric 
~ 7 Isotape" heater. The pressure at this stage ,,,as about 8 x 10 mm.Rg. 
HYdrogen from a cylinder was then introduced into the system through a 
rubber tube between the cylinder gauge head and tap (G2). A glow discharge 
~as initiated by app~ing 700 D.C. V. between the electrodes of the 
eXperimental tubes. The current passing between the electrodes was 
limited to a value of 103A., by using a variable resistor (of about 
1 Jllegobm) in series with the cathode. After passing the discharge for a 
Period of half-hour, the polarity of' the electrodes was ~eversed, and the 
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discharge was passed again for nearlY the same period. This was done in 
an attempt to remove any oxidized surfaces on the electrodes, by bombard-
',' 
ing them with hydrogen poai ti ve ions. In. the Jllet"cury tu'bes, only the 
anode system was bombarded by passing the discharge between the anode 
system and one of the tungsten-pyrex seals at the bottom of the tubes. 
The system was then pumped down (after closing tap (02 ) and the electrodes 
Of the experimental tubes were then outgassed by means of an eddy current 
heater. Unfortunately, the output power of the heater was not sufficient 
to raise the temperature of the electrodes to a red heat. In case of the 
caesium tubes, extra care was taken to protect the tungsten-pyrex seals 
from destruction by excessive heating. After the electrodes had been 
Out gassed, the Bayrad-Alpert gauge was again treated as previously 
described and the manifold was then immediately baked at 4500 C for 20 
hours . While the system was being baked, the liquid air trap (nearest 
to the manifold) was taken away and the trap (as well as the glass tube 
connecting it to the manifold) was bruced at a temperature of 2500 0 for 
4 hours, by the use of electric "Isotape" heater. This was done to get 
r" l.d of any condensed mercury in this trap and to make sure that the whole 
~itold was baked up to the glass tube separating the two traps. After 
finiShing outgassing this part of the vacuum system, the trap was refilled 
\lith 1" " • l.qul.d nl.trogen. The temperature of the electric oven was then 
10\(ered to 1000 0 and the Bayard-Alpert gauge was outgassed again and the 
mft_" 0 
-.:\oQl.f'old was then rebaked (at 450 0) for another t"TO days. At all times, 
it \las made sure that sufficient liquid nitrogen was present in the cold 
traps. An ultimate pressure of approximately 5.108 mm.Hg. was obtained 
in all experimental tubes. 
'!he experimental tubes were then isolated from the pumping system by 
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Collapsing the constriction C5 • Because of the considerable amount of 
gas released from the glass 'l-thile being heated" each constriction was 
collapsed-in extremely slowly in order to all~· sUffident time for the 
Pump to remove this gas. Constrictions C7 , C8 and C9 which were leading 
to the side tubes (containing the double seals) of the case of the third, 
fourth and fifth caesium experimental tubes, were then sealed in the 
Same wS(! as constriction C5• The B8\Y ard-Alpert gauge was used to test 
the experimental tubes alone for lewts. The constriction C5 (and C7• Ca 
C9 in the case of the caesium tubes) was replaced if any leaks were found. 
After it was indicated that the tubes '-tere leak-free, the gauge ,-tas then 
'Used to pump the experimental tubes for about a week (and for three weeks 
in the case of the second mercury experimental tube') during the distill-
ation processes. -8 An ultimate pressure better than 10 nnn.Hg. '-tas obtain 
ed in all experimental tubes. 
5.2 DISTILLATION OF THE MERCURY. 
Distillation of the mercury was carried out while the distillation 
tUbes were being pumped continuously with the pumping system. The mercury 
'USed in the experiments had a purity of -not less than 99.8%. It was intro-
dUced into the first distillation tube by breaking the fine tip of the 
Capillary tube underneath the mercury surface and drawing the liquid mercury 
into the tube under the action of the vacuum. The purpose of the capillary 
tUbing was to reduce the speed and violence of the entry of the mercury 
into the distillation tube and so to prevent the apparatus tram shatteri~g. 
Atter sufficient mercury had been admitted, the ca.pillary tube was soft-
ened and Sealed. Distillation to the second tube was achieved by means 
ot electric "Isota.pe" heater surrounding the first distillation tube. The 
eQectric tape was driven by a Variac transformer which enabled the 
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Selection of a convenient slow distillation rate. After about two-thirds 
of the mercury had been disti~~ed, constriction Cl was closed. 
During the distillation pro~"~s, the mercury was thoroughly outgassed, and 
a large amount of air liberated" was probably adsorbed on to the surface of 
the glass. Therefore, before proceeding with the second distillation, the 
region of the manifold betlTeen constriction Cl and C3 was baked at high 
temperature (4500 C) by using the electric aIsotape" heater, and then the 
~econd distillation into the third tube was carried out in the same ~ as 
~Jl the first distillation. After two thirds of the mercury had been dis-
tille4 into the third tube, the constriction C2 was closed. 
Again the part of the manifold between the third distillation tube and 
Constriction C3 was baked at 450
0C. The constriction C3 was then slowly 
ClOSed thus isolating the twice distilled mercury from the pumps. The 
~d-Alpert gauge vas remcweci f'rom the experimental tube by slowly 
COllapsing constriction C6 and the pig's tail breaker B was then smashed 
~ means of' the glass encased. iron rod. The final distillation of the 
IIlercury into the experimental tubes was completed in the same w~ as in 
the previous distillationt.. After enough mercury had been distilled, the 
eXperimental tubes were then removed from the manifold by sealing the 
Constriction C4. 
The distillation tubes were made progressively smaller so that the volume 
abOV'e the mercury surface in the third tube '-Tas small compared to the 
"VOlume of the experimental tubes. The volumes differed by a large 
factor ( 300), so that any residual air pressure of 5 x 107 mm.Hg. in 
the final distillation tube would not then increase the residual pressure 
in the experimental tubes by an appreciable amount. 
The experimental tubes were mounted on a tripod table in the inner enclos-
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ure of the oven in such a way that the electrodes and the quartz windws 
cOUld be seen through the windows of the enclosur es. Arter the electrical 
connections had been made, the electrodes were checked for parallelism by 
measuring the electrode separation at two positions at right angles, by 
means of a cathetometer. Parallelism was obtained by tilting the mercury 
cathode surface in the desired direction b,y adjusting the appropriate 
SUpports of the tripod. The oven uas switched on and the Variacs were 
then set to give the required operating temperature. 
5.13 DISTILLATION OF THE CAESIUM. 
Arter the isolation of the experimental tubes by sealing the 
constriction c5 ' the distillation tubes were still continuously pumped 
through the constriction C3• Before the distillation of the caesium the 
tungsten coil heater (surrounding the caesium ampoule) was outgassed by 
resistive heating. While outgassing the ~oil, the distillation apparatus 
"'as baked at high temperature (4500 C) by the electric "Isotapel' . The 
Caesium ampoule was then broken by flashing hiBh current through the 
as 
tungsten coil. The distillation was carried out in the same wayifor the 
lllercury. The volume of the distillation tubes were much smaller than thos e 
Used for mercury, each distillation tube was about 5 cm. long and 1 em. 
diwneter. Only about 2 grams of the original 5 grams in the 
Caesium ampoule were finally distilled into each experimental tube. The 
Caesium ampoule was supplied by Koch Light Laboratories Ltd. A caesium 
PUrity of 99.98% "'as claimed. After finishing the distillation, the 
eJtPerimental tubes ",ere disconnected from the manifold by sealing 
Constriction C4' and were mounted inside the oven so that the electrodes 
and the quartz windows could be seen through the "Tindows of the oven 
enclosures. The oven was then switched on and the variacs "Tere set up to 
. " ' " .... .' ~J ' .. , ..... 
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Circuit for the Determination of Breakdown Potentials. 
f ' i g . 34 
give the required temperatures. 
5·11 MEASUREMENTS OF THE BREAKDOWN POTENTIALS. 
The circuit used in the determination of the breakdown potential 
is shown in fig (34 ) . The resistances Rl , R2 and R3 were included to limit 
the currents flowing in the cathode, the wall guard-ring and the electro-
static guard-ring circuits respectively. The resistance R3 (10 MO ) was 
included only in the second experimental tube, since no electrostatic 
~d~rings were included in other tubes. The resistance Rl and R2 had 
different values in the case of the mercury and caesium experiments. In 
mercury experiments Rl and R2 were each of the order of 10 Mn ,while in 
caesium experiments Rl was f 0 MO and R2 was 1 MQ • This was done in an 
attempt to draw most of the leakage current (in the caesium experiments) 
through the wall electrode. It was hoped that the leakage currents flowing 
in the wall guard-ring would not distort the field between the electrodes. 
~is was ensured in the design of "the tubes by keeping the walls of the 
discharge tubes as far as possible from the electrodes. 
The technique used to determine the breakdovTn potential of a given 
~ap was to increase the applied potential (at the critical stages) in steps 
Of about 0.5V and applying it across the gap by closing the tapping key, S, 
for about 10 seconds. The breakdmffi potential was taken as the potential 
just SUfficient to maintain the discharge without the external radiation. 
'!'he currents flowing under these conditions were observed to be of the 
ord...... f' -6. . . d _ -7 . 
....... o · 3 x 10 A 1n the caeS1Uln exper1ments an -".5 x 10 A 1n the 
mercury experiments. The currents were measured by a Cambridge spot 
galvonometer, which had a maximum sensitivity of lOBA per scale division. 
PaSChen curves were obtained by varying the vapour pressure inside the 
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Fig. 35 
tubes, which was achieved by varying the temperature inside the oven. 
The temperature of the vapour, talten as that of the cathode, was determ-
ined by the calibrated thermo-couple strapped to the ,-ralls of the tube 
adjacent to the cathode. No measurements were taken until identical 
readings between this thermo-couple and the others measuring the air 
temperature of the enclosure of the oven were observed. This condition 
meant that there was no temperature gradient between the inside and the 
outside of the experimental tubes. ~lis condition was confirmed by 
identical breakdown potentials measured half an hour apart. When it was 
certain that the temperature measured ,-re.s that of the vapour, the 
electrOde separation ,"as measured with a cathetometer and the breakdmrn 
Potential taken. 'll1e pressure, reduced to th e vapour pressure at 
'Was then determined from a graph of pressure and thermal e.m.f. ,,'hich was 
Plotted from two graphs of pressure against temperature (58, 5 ~; " ":::1 of 
thermal e.m.f. against temperature (60). The measurement of brealtdm-rn 
Potentials was facilitated by the irradiation of the cathode by Ultra-
\I'l.alet radiation from a high pressure mercury lamp. Smith (53) had 
demonstrated the suitability of such a lamp4C~these experiments . 
5·5. MEASUREMENT OF THE FIRST IO~rIZATION COEFFICIENTS. 
The circuit used in the determination of the fir st ionization 
Coefficients is shown in fig (35). In the mercury experiments the resist-
ance R2 and R3 were each lrP n , ",hile in caesium experiments R2was 1 MO 
Because the electrodes were at a fixed electrode separation, in most of 
the tubes, only the values of the coefficient n (= alE ) were obtained 
b~ Plotting log~ as a function of the applied voltage for different. values 
Of E/p 
o· 
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The technique of measuring the gas (gap) currents was the same in all 
caesium and mercury experiments. The temperature of the ::,oven was regula-
ted to give a convenient vapour pressure inside the expe~imental tubes. 
When an agreement between the readings of the thermo-couple strapped to 
the tube and those measuring the air temperature was reached, the vapour 
pressure and the electrode separation were then determined in the same 
~~ as described in the last section. The electrode separation, d, and 
the reduced pressure p were then used to calculate the voltages required 
o 
to giVe the chosen values of E/po. Each calculated value of voltage was 
then applied across the tube, by setting the potentiometer to the required 
~alue and increasing the voltage until no deflection was observed on the 
galVanometer of the instrument. After measuring the corresponding currents, 
the temperature of the oven was then regulated to give a different vapour 
Pressure and the above process was repeated. Due to the appreciable leak-
age currents fl~fing on ti1e walls of the tubes (especially in the case of 
the caesium experiments) the gas current was taken as the difference 
between the measured currents with and without Ultra-violet radiation. 
~e current was measured by a Keithly microammeter (type 610) in the 
lIlercury experiments and by a Keithly picoammeter (type1409) in the caes-
iUJn experiments. 
5.6 !lIE TECHIUQUE OF MEASUREr1ENT OF FORMATIVE TIME- LAGS. 
Formative time lags are measured by applying a step voltage 
across the discharge gap. The rise time of the step must be short in 
comparison with the time-lag to be measured. This requirement is less 
diffiCult to meet for mercury than for some other gases, such as hydrogen, 
~here the time-lags are much shorter, of the order of microseconds. The 
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Circuit for the measurement of the formative time lag 
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Fig. 36 
formative time-lag for mercury is of the order of lOm.sep. at 0.25 per 
~~' 
Cent overvo1tage, therefore a step voltage with a rise time of a few micro-
seconds will fulfil this requirement for mercury. The other requirements 
for this step voltage are that~ it must last for a longer period than the 
time interval needed for the gap to breakdown and must be continuously and 
finely variable up to about 600v. These requirements are fulfilled by the 
circuit shown in fig (36) which has been used in the present measurements 
Of the formative time-lags in mercury vapour. The step voltage consisted 
of the output voltage from a bank of dry batteries. The step voltage was 
apPlied by means of a liquid mercury switch, M.S., which had a rise time 
Of a micro-second, and it also enabled the voltage applied across the gap 
to be sustained for any required period so long as MS was clOSed. The 
time taken for the gap to breakdmm (the formative time-lag) and the 
lIlagnitude of the current flowing were measured by a Tektronix Type 545A 
OScilloscope, the prObes of which were connected across the resistance, Rl , 
in the cathode circuit. The voltage drop across the resistance vTaS used 
to trigger the time base of the oscilloscope. Quickly changing currents 
less than 106A could easily be observed by this method. The time cons-
tant of the whole circuit was less than 5 micro-seconds. After the press-
ure and electrode separation had been measured~ the onset of breakdown 
(self-sustained current) was observed 't-rith a micro-ammeter and the 
OScilloscope. The values obtained by these t,.,o methods were identical, 
and for later measurements the oscilloscope only was used. The magni-
tUde (height) of the step voltage (equal to the breakdown potential plus 
reqUired percentage of this amount) waa.measured by the potentiometer 
before the mercury switch was closed. The time taken for the gap to 
btoealt down after closing the switch was measured by the oscilloscope. 
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Variation of the time-lags with the period between the 
discharge at E /p = l60Vcm-l mm.Hg-l and ~V = 1.5% 
s 0 
Time/em = l.m.sec 
Volts/em = lOvolts 
1. After 1 sec from the previous discharge 
2. After 3 sec from the prevlous discharge 
3. After 7 sec from the previous discharge 
Fig. 37 
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Same of these measurements were obtained by photographing the oscilloscope 
trace. 
At voltages near the breakdown potential of the gap, the formative 
time-lag becomes sensitive to small voltage changes. An increase in the 
~ervoltage from 0.05% to 0.5% might lead to over 50% reduction in the 
formative time-lag from its original value at 0.05%. At 40OV'.this 
Change in percent overvoltage corresponds to a voltage change of l.ev. 
Since at these small overvoltages, very stable high voltage supply and 
" lli<g~ accuracy ~bitage measurements are needed, no measurements of the 
'. time-lag were taken below 0.1% overvoltage. In the present measurements, 
this percentage of overvoltage (0.1) corresponded to over 0.3V. Formative 
time_~gs are usually plQtted as a function of over-voltage at a constant 
, 
E/po (where E' s , Vs. V is the breakdown potential and d is the electrode 
s · d s 
separation, and p is the reduced pressure). The maximum overvoltage was 
o 
l~nd:te,d to less than 4%, so that E /p could be taken as sensibly constant. 
. ' s 0 
aOWeve~, in the analysis of the results, using Davidson's theory, no calcul-
ation of the time-lags were performed above 2% overvoltage, s~#ce the 
Seneralized secondary ionization coefficient ( w/a) is assumed to be 
constant at each Es/Po. 
In order to improve the accuracy of the reading of the length of the 
OSCilloscope trace, the average of several readings at each value of 
~ervoltage was taken. However it was noticed that the interval between 
sUCcessive measurements at the same percentage of overvoltage, can some-
till!.es effect the formative time-lag. If the interval was too short the 
fO~ative time-lag used to reduce from 2 m.sec. to 1 m.sec. as shown in 
the oscilloscope trace shown in fig (31). This reduction in the time- lag 
COUld be produced by two effects. 
(a ) If the charged particles from the discharge could reach the tube walls 
and remain there fort' some time aftet the discharge had ceased. 
(b ) Some of the active particles (atoms excited in metastable: states 
trom previous discharge might still be present in the discharge gap. 
Accumulation of charge,i particles on the inside ,.,alls of the discharge tube 
can .. distort the electric tield between the electrodes, and therefore the 
titne-lags. However, since the ,.,alls of tubes were connected to the anode 
and were kept a,.,~ from the discharge region, it is likely then that it ,·,as 
the presence of the active particles ,·rhieh caused this reduction. It was 
found that consistent formative time-lag measurements "Tere obtained when at 
least 5 seconds interval was allowed betw'een each discharge. 
The method adopted (with both of the two experimental tubes ) ,.,as to 
ll1easure a set of five successive time-lags for a given overvoltage with a 
standard interval of ten seconds between each discharge. The applied voltage, 
equal to the breakdown potential plus the required overvoltage was measured 
before and after each set of time-lags. The breakdown potential was 
ll1easured after every set of time-lag measurements, since a small 
variation in the breakdown potential could result in a larae error in the 
OverVOltage setting and thus in the time-lags as well. In the first experi~en~ 
tUbe formative time-lags measurements at different Es/po I uere obtained by 
va . 
ry1ng the vapour pressure. In the second experimental tube, however, this 
~p.s achieved by varying the pressure and the electrode separation" 
:..: 
Statistical time-lags was eliminated (or reduced to very short times) by 
irradiation of the cathode by Ultra-Violet from a high pressure mercury lamp 
(Smith ) . Photo-electric currents of 5 x lO-llA and 2.5 x lO·12A were 
obtained in the first and second experimental tubes respectively. These 
Photo-electric currents corresponded to statistical time-l~~ of the order of 
3.2 x lO·9sec and 6.4 x lO-8sec , ",hich are negligible compared" to the 
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measured time-lags (>lm.sec.). The results of these measurements together 
~ith those on the breakdown potential and first ionization coefficients in 
Caesium and mercury will be presented and discussed in the following 
Chapter. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
6.1. CAESIUM RESULTS. 
6.1.1. INTRODUCTION. 
The first three exper~ental tubes are interesting only in 
So mUch as they provided information which resulted in the improvement in 
eXperimental technique and in the design of subsequent experimental tubes. 
The useful results were only obtained from the fourth and fifth experimen-
tal tUbes. 
'!'hese experiments were concErned ",lith obtaining accurate breakdown poten-
tial measurements in caesium vapour. Preliminary values of the Tmmsend 
first ionization coefficient were also obtained from both tubes. 'l'hese 
~eSUlts will now be presented and discussed together with the results of 
the breakdown potentials obtained by Bratescu (section 3.1). 
6.1.2. THE BREAKDOWI~ POTENTIALS. 
Measurements of the breakdown potentials as a tunction of 
the product p d were taken during the rise and fall of temperature. In 
o 
O~der to obtain more accurate results measurements were subsequently taken 
only after the thermo-couple on the tube gave the same thermal e .m.f. as 
thOse in the surrounding air. The results obtained in this way with the 
fourth and fifth experimental tubes are shown in fig (38). UntortunatelY, 
no measurements could be obtained at high values of p d. It is found from 
o 
the first three experimental tubes, that c~sium vapour attacks the quartz 
~indows at high temperature ( ~2700C) and torms a brown layer on the 
inSide walls (presumablY an oxide layer) and thus stops the function of the 
qUartz windows. Due to the limited life-time of fourth tube, it was not 
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POssible to obtain any measurements at low vaJ.ues 6r p d. The leakage 
o 
';, 
currents were nearly of the saUle order of magnitude as the gap current • 
. \:! :~ :~.;::: . 
It can be seen from the tyTO C\U'ves in fig{ 38) that for any given value 
of Pod over the range plotted the breakdown potential is lower for smaller 
electrode separations. The breakdown potentials obtained from the fourth 
experimental tube are about 20V lower than the breakdown potential obtained 
from the fifth tube. The vacuum and caesium distillation techniques were 
similar and the same ultimate pressure, of better than lo8mmoHgo)WaS 
obtained in both of the experimental tubes before distillation. The 
higher voltages, in the case of the fifth experimental tubes, could not 
be dUe to any differences in these techniques. McCallum and Klatzow{ 61 ), 
~orking in argon and neon, demonstrated that the breakdown potential 
depended on the ratio DId, (D, electrode diameter and d electrode separat-
ion) and to some extent on the distance between the walls of the tube and 
the electrodes. The effect was investigated by measuring photo-electric 
currents between the electrodes. The variation of breakdown potential 
~ith D : d was explained by the investigators as being caused by the loss 
Of electrons by diffusion from the discharge region. The loss would be 
sreater for an apparatus of which the ratio DId is small than for one in 
~hich the ratio is large, and consequently it would be expected that the 
breakdown potential would be greater in the former apparatus although the 
Value of pd is the same 0 
Dependance of the breakdown potential on the ratio DId would be expected 
also When metastable atoms and photons (29) are important in the break-
dOWn mechanism. A loss of these active particles from a discharge volume 
for Which DId is small, can only be compensated by an increase in the 
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applied potential for the breakdcMn' ,to occur. If it is assumed that the 
'.", 1 
nickel electrodes, used i~ ' ~he present investigation, attained the work 
function of caesium ( (=1. geV) (49), the most important photons 1.,hich are 
likely to contribute in the caes~um breakdown mechanism are those omitted 
. 2 2 ,..,1 
1n the transition (fig( 13 )) 61Y'~.0 S 9t.s.?f energy ...,eV. However, 
since the excitation function of caesium excited states are not available 
in the literature, it ie difficult to estimate the importance of the above 
transition or any other transitions in a caesium discharge. 
Comparison of the present results of breakdown potential with those 
Obtained by Bratescu given in fig (15 ), shows that breakdvwn potentials 
Obtained from the fourth tube are much lower than those obtained c y 
Bratescu over the whole range of pod. The difference in the breakdown 
Potential varies from 53V at pod of 0.23mm.Hg.cm. to 65V pod of 0.8 mm.Hg. 
Such a big difference can be referred to many factors. The ratio of 
'Old can be one of the factors for such high breakdown potentials in 
aratescu's case, since a value of Did of 1.41 was used in his apparatus 
cOl'llpared to Did of 8.83 which was used in the fourth tube. In his paper, 
Bratescu reported that the ultimate pressure in his apparatus was that 
Similar to the one reported in one of his previous papers (48) of lo5mm •Hg • 
SUCh high pressure can markedly change the breakdolm characteristics 
through a change of the gaseous ionization processes and chanse of the 
Cathode work function by reaction of caesium with oxygen, which exists in 
. fairly large quantities at the above residual air pressure. Smith (53) 
has shown that an air impurity with a partial pressure of l~~mm.Hg. was 
SUffiCient to raise the breakdown potential in mercury vapour by 40v. 
In an attempt to limit the leakage currents flowing on the inside 
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~alls of tpe discharge tube (section 3.1.2), Bratescu only kept the 
caesium reservoir at lower temperature ( ~120oC) than the rest . of the 
main discharge tube. From the present authorVs experience from the third 
eXperimental tube (section 4.2.3) it is found that such method is ineffec-
tive in limiting the leakage currents to the required values of less than 
\ 
the gap currents. A leakage current of the order of 105A vas observed 
when only 300V "Tas applied across the electrodes and the caesium reservoir 
~as kept at temperatures of l500 C lO¥er than the main body ot the third 
diScharge tube. Such high lewtage currents can disturb the uniform field 
between the electrodes, especially in Bratescu's case where the walls 
were only 0.6cm. away from the discharge gap compared to 3cm.and 6cm. in the 
present fourth and fifth experimental tubes. The influence of the distur-
bance of the field in the discharge gap "Tas observed in a mercury discharge 
by Smith and Overton where they found it lowered the breakdmTn potentials. 
From the above discussion it is difficult to assess the contribution of 
each of the above factors to the high breakdown potentials of Bratescu's 
~periment, however the main one was probably the poor ultimate pressure 
Obtained in his apparatus. 
6.1.3 FIRST IONIZATION COEFFICIEWTS. 
Due to the high leakage currents flowing on the inside walls of 
the experimental tubes (despite the wall guard-rings being~the same 
Pote t·) -9 -8 . n 1al as the anode , currents of the order of 10 to 10 were used 1n 
the measurements of the first iQnieation coefficients. Graphs of loglOI 
against the applied voltage, V, "ere plotted for cona'tant values ~t·: I~lp~. 
'l'lu-ee of the curves obtained are shown in tig( 39 ). Fro~' each of ilf~"~:···;,' . 
Slopes ot these curves, values ef n(= a I E) wee obtained for a range ot. 
'P./p t 6 -1 -1 . . o rom 50 to OOV.cm.nnn.Hg. Cont1nuat1on of measurements was prevented 
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by the high leakage currents ( >lo8A) beyond this range of E/po. Values 
.\ 
of n( alE) as function of E/po obtained from the fourth and fifth 
eJcperimental tubes are shown in fig (40 ). Since no previous measurements 
Of l'd= alE) have ever been published in the litera.ture for alkaline 
~etals, it is difficult to estimate the accuracy of present results because 
the currents were limited in the range 109 to lo8A and the leakage currents 
\tere as high as the gap current. Therefore it mus t be emphasised that 
the present measurements of the first ionization coefficients are only 
preliminary and ~ error as much as 15% to 20% is involved in their 
determinat ion. 
However, using these values of n(= a IE) an estimate of the 
generalized secondary ionization coefficient ~a can be obtained from 
the curves:"fig( 38)f using the Townsend breakdown criterion 
1 _ (w I a )( en V s -l) =0 
Due to the limited range of pod at which the breakdown potentials were 
~asured and the range of E/p in which n was obtained, only values of 
o 
I ~ ~ II.) a , in the range of E/po between 520 to 600v .cm.mm.Hg., "Tere 
CalCUlated. These values of w/a calculated by using the breakdown 
Potential obtained from the fourth and fifth experimental tubes are given 
in the following table (6.1.1) 
Table (6.1.1) 
E/p w/a w/a 
(0_1 -1) (fourth tube) {fifth tube} V. cm. mm. H~·. 
525 1.3xlO4 
570 -4 5.7xlO 4.3xlO4 
583 -4 7.1xlO 5.0xlO4 
600 :L3~8X104 8.3X104 
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It must be mentioned here that this method of calculating w:;/ a is not 
Very accurate because the function is somewhat sensitive to errors in 
I) (= a IE), therefore the above values given in table (6.1.1) only give 
an estilllate of wI a as mentioned before. 
6.1.4 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE l-lORK. 
In view of the difficulties involved in working with caesium vapour 
in glass, a new technique has been developed by which the life-time of the 
eXperimental tubes can be as long as a month under continuous running at 
h' 0 19b temperatures (250 C). Also it is found from the experience gained 
from this work that the most effective way of reducing the leakage current 
flOWing on the inside walls of the experimental tubes, is by ext~nding 
the tracking path length between the electrodes. Using this te ,~ ' r!'dque, 
the breakdown potentials in uniform field and an estimate of the first and 
SeCond ionization coefficients were obtained. 
S' 1nce a deposit of about two monolayer of caesium on a cathode of any 
ordinary metal (49) changes its work function to that of the pure caes ium, 
of 
therefore it is assumed that the work function~nickel cathodesused in the 
present experiments corresponded to that of pure caesium i.e. about l.geV. 
~e minimum breakdown potential in caesium vapour was found at p d of 0.22 
o 
lIlln.lIg. cm• and had a value of 308v and 332V from the fourth and fifth 
eXperimental tubes respectively. The difference in the breakdown potentials 
Obtained from these two tubes can be referred to dependance on the gap 
geo~try. The high breakdown potentials obtained by Bratescu can be 
l"ef 
erred to many factors, however the most important factor is the high air 
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impurity that existed in his apparatus. 
Due to the errors involved in determining ~(= a/E), its values and 
those of w/a obtained in the present studies give only an estimate of 
'i. 
the order of magnitude of these coefficients. 
Using the technique developed here, the leakage current could still be 
redUced by extending the tracking path length, and therefore more accurate 
values of the first ionization coefficient could be determined for a 
~ider range of E/p. In order to avoid working at high temperatures above 
o 
~250oc for the measurements of the breakdown potentials at high values 
Of Pod, a bigger electrode separation and diameter could be used, provided 
that there is enough clearance between the electrodes and the v1".11s of the 
apparatus. In this w~ values of the generalized secondary ionization 
Coefficient could then be determined for a wider range of E/po' 1·rhich 
COUld help in identifying the secondary ionization processes in caesium. 
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6.2. PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE MERCURY RESULTS. 
6.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In order to eval~te the magnitude of the individual active 
secondary ionization processes by using Davidson's equations (chapter 2) 
at ~ given value of E /p , it is necessary to know the primary ioniza-
s 0 
tion coefficient, a , the total secondary ionization coefficient, w/a 
the drift velocities of the electrons and the ions, VT_ and W+, and the 
life-time of the different excited states, T The secondary ionizat-
ion coefficient w/a at a particular value of Es/po can be found fran 
the measured values of a and the static breakdown potential Vs by using 
the Townsend criterion for breakdown, 1 c w/a (ead_l ), (section 1.13). 
HO\Iever beeause of the exponential function of a in this cri~· ~ ~J:' ion, any 
error in the magnitude of a (due either to measurement t s inaccu-.:'acy or 
i~urities in the gas sample) leads to large errors in calculating w/a 
and thus also in the formative time-lag calculations. Therefore a success-
fUl application of Davidson's theory requires the dete~ination of all 
these quantities under the same conditions for the particular gas sample 
Under investigation. However measurement of all these quantities under the 
88.!ne conditions would make the design of the experimental tUbe very canp1i-
Cated. 
In the present studies of the temporal growth of ionization in mercury 
~apourt a ,V and hence w/a were the only quantities determined under 
s 
the same conditions in which the formative time lag was measured. '!be 
~alUes of these quantities obtained in the present studies will be present-
ed and compared with those obtained by previous workers, before discussing 
the t" lme-lag results. 
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6.2.1. BREAKDOWN POTEl'JTIALS AND IONIZATION COEFF!CIEiiT IN MERCURY. 
i 
6.2.1.1. THE BREAKDOHN POTENTIALS. 
The breakdown potential! ~I function of the product pod,tig. 
(4l).were obtained by varying the pressure at fixed electrode separations. 
All measurements were taken only after agreement between all the thermo-
cOUPles was obtained. The self sustained currents "Tere taken as 8 x 106 A 
and 2.5 x 10~ in the first and second experimental tubes respectively. 
'!'he Paschen curves obtained by OVerton (54) are shown also on the same 
8l'aph in fig (10), in order to facilitate its comparison with the present 
It can be seen that for any given value of pod, the breakdown 
Potentials obtained from the second tube is lower than those obtained from 
the 411' 
.lrst tube and by OVerton. A difference of about 6v.can be ,~learly 
seen, at any value of p d. This difference can not be referred t~ the 
o 
PUl" lty of the mercury since similar techniques in the handling of mercury 
"et-e Used, and ultimate pressure better than 108 nnn. Hg., was reached in 
both measurements. However, this can be referred to the superior gap 
8eoll'letry (DId) used in the second experimental tube. The breakdown poten-
tial as it has been seen in section (6.1) depends on the ratio of DId, (61), 
Eli 
tlce the excited atoms and photons are expected to take part in the break-
d~ 
n meChanism in mercury (section 6.2.3). A lower breakdown potential is 
aSSOCiated with a large ratio of DId (15 in the second tube), while 
a hiSher breakdown potential is associated with small DId (6.55 in the 
t' ~st tube and 6.66 in Overton's results) to compensate for the loss of 
the excited atoms and photons. From their observation of variation of the 
bl' 
ealtdown potential at the minimum, OVerton and Smith (29) have concluded 
that the minimum breakdown potential V is a linear function of electrode 
sm 
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separation. This relation is of the form Vsm = 285 + 5d where Vsm is' 
in Volts and d in cm. A Minimum breakdown potentials are 291 and 288v 
at electrode separations of 0.65 and 0.72 in the first and second experi-
lIlental tubes respectively. Using the above formula minimum breakdoi-Tn 
potentials of 288.25 and 288.6v would be expected for the above two 
electrode separations. From comparing the above results, it 1vas conc-
lUded that the work function of the liquid mercury cathode used in the 
present studies was the same as in the previous experiment and it proved 
also that a surface of constant work function can be obtained by a 
properly prepared mercury pool cathode. 
6.2.1.2 THE FIRST IONIZATION COEFFICIENT. 
-1 -8 Using currents between 10 A and 10 A, values of n as a function 
ot E/po were obtained from both experimental tubes. The method consisted 
ot Plotting log I as a function of voltage for different values of E/p 
e 0 
b", v . . t . I th . ~ ary1ng the pressure and a f1xed electrode separa 10n. n 1S way 
~alueB of n( a/E) were obtained by measuring the slopes of curves, for a rangeof 
E/po floom 100 to 600v cm~ mm.Hg~ v1hen the Davies-Milne analysis (62), 
apPendix I, for the correction of secondary effects, 1-TaS applied to the 
Present results, it was found that the correction factor was less than 
1(54 • 1n " over the whole range of E/p investigated. The present 
o 
~Ues of 1/ '1 , as well as those of Smith (53) and Overton (54), plotted 
as a function of E/p are shown in fig. (42). The minimum value of 1/'1 
o 
(- E/a ) given by Stoletow constant, represents the minimum amount of 
electron energy needed to produce an ion pair in the gas concerned. The 
~alUe of 1/'1 at the minimum are 44. 5 as determined by Smith and 
C).,erton and 44.6 as determined by the present author. Since 'lea a/E) is 
a Sensitive function of the gas purity, thus from the agreements between 
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the present results of 1 with those of previous workers fig(42). it is 
n 
fair to conclude that the mercury used in the present investigation haq 
tb~ ~ame purity &s in Overton's case (~. Therefore from the results of 
the breakdown potentials andtll.:,e first ionization?;~p'efficients, it is con-
clUded that the formative time-lag measurements of the present author and 
of Overton, have been measured for similar mercury samples and for the 
Similar cathode surfaces. Thus any difference in the formative time-lags 
Of Overton and the present author cannot be referred to change in the gas 
purities or in the work functions of the cathodes. 
6.2.1. 3. THE TOTAL SFX:ONDARY IONIZATION COEFFICIENTS. 
Values of the generalized (total) secondary ionizati o):'l. coeff-
iCient w/a were calculated from the values of the fi :. ~: . :- i onization 
coefficient n together with the breakdown potential V s' lcs :i.r ... j t he 
'l'Ownsend breakdown criterion, 1 - w/a (~Vs - 1) = 1 Fig (~-3 ) shows 
the coefficient w/a as a function of E/p obtained from the first 
o 
(curve 1) and second (curve 2) experimental tubes. The values of w/a 
"ere calculated only in the range of E/p between 100 and 600v ciii~mm.Hg~ 
o 
Since measurements of n did not exceed the above high value of E/p • 
o 
!be feature of these two curves bear a close resemblance to those obtain-
ed by Overton and Smith (section 3.2) both in order of magnitude and the 
general shape. The most striking features are the appearance of large 
PeaL • / ~ ~ • ~s 1n the order of an E Po of 20Ov.cm.mm.Hg. and the d1spIacement of 
the w/a for different ratio of DId. Since at low E/p the ratio of 
o 
~citing to ionizing collisions is large, the increase in w/a at low 
E/po is most likely to be the result of the contribution of, the increased 
numbers of photons and metastable atoms produced. The displacemQ~t of 
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w/a is a reflection of the dependance of V on DId, where at small 
. s 
DId the number of active particles lost from the discharge gap is higher 
than when DId is large. Smith (2) has found that, wIn ·.d'et>'ends not 
Only on the DId but also on the indivi.d.ual values p and d. At the same ~"'~"' , 0 
Value of E/po and for the sameratio j:tr ·:)D/d, higher values of wIn 
are associated with increase in p and decrease in d, which is mostly 
o 
caused by the increased number of exciting collisions as the pressure is 
increased. '!his fact, as "Tell as the previous one, can be of considerable 
significance where photon and excited atom action at the cathode is import-
ant as in the case of mercury vapour discharges. 
'!he excited atoms which are important in producing the second-
ary electron emission from the cathode in a mercury discharge f. '::-e the 
tour P states. The probabilities of excitation to these states ere shmrn 
in fig( 4), the 23Po and 23P2 states being metastable, the 2 3Pl and 
2 ~l levels are the resonance levels. It can be seen that these excited 
states are most efficiently produced at an electron energy of about llv. 
It it is assumed that the mean electron energy is given by ; • 1 E/po + 6 
42 
(~), then a peak in w/a would be expected at E/po of approximately 
21\1'\...- -1 -1 
vvv.cm.mm.Hg. '!his in fact can be seen to be the case. 
Since the life-time of the resonance states are too short 
( -101 sec.) then they would not be expected to diffuse to the cathode 
to cause secondary emission, on the other hand the resonance photons 
tlQitted by these states can do so. Metastable atoms, because of the rela-
ti'lely long life-time, can either act directly at the cathode, or by' tl!eir 
e~tted non-resonance radiation. It is dififcult to estimate the relative 
COntributions of the photons and metastable atoms to w/cs • The numbers 
01' normal. excited atoms (and hence photons) produced will be somewhat 
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greater than the numbers of metastable atoms because of the high probab-
'1' • lp 1 lty of formatlon of the 2 1 state and because of its high energy 
(=6.7eV.) The 2 3Pl state has got a lower excitation probability and very 
low excitation energy of 4.86eV. when compared to the .lork function of the 
mercury cathode (4.5 eV). From their excitation probability 2~1 state 
should be of increasing importance at high values of E/po' while the 23Pl 
state at low values of E/p , if they are to contribute to 
o 
However the efficiency of electron emission by the metastable atoms can 
be quite high. Sonkin (63) has shown that the incidence of the 2 3p 
o 
mercury metastable state atom on to a tungsten surface covered with a 
layer of mercury and oxygen, can give a secondary emission coefficient 
2 u . 
of the order of 10. Tehoretical calculations by G1frlevltch ,"', >.1(1. 
Yavorsky (64) for the 2 3po mercury metastable atom incident O~ t o a 
lIlercury surface, indicate that the secondary coefficient can be as h~ gh 
as 0.75. This value is considerably higher than the maximum value of 
0.004 obtained in the present study. This very high value is even more 
SUrprising since the potential energy of the 2 3po state of 4.66 eV is 
only slightly higher than the work function of the mercury surface of 
4.5 eVe However, von-Engel has shawn high cross-section of 5 x l014cm~ 
tor the destruction of 2 3Po metastable atoms in the reaction (10). 
l! *1 3 .. 3 + B -\2 po) +Hg(2 Pl) + Hg~ + Hg2 + e 
and if one considers the very low excitation probability (of less than 
1016 2) . .. 3 em. to thlS state 1 t lS therefore unlikely that 2 p metastable 
o 
atoms will contribute to w/a It is probable that 2 3P2 mercury 
lIletastable atom will pl~ a more impcrtant part in the secondary electron 
emission because of ita higher probability of formation and its higher 
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From the above discussion, it appears that photons from the 
1 3 ~_ ~~~mal exoited $tates 2 Pl and 2 Pl as well as 2-Po ~ble atoms .~ 
Contribute in the generalized secondary ionization coefficent. In order 
to show the relative importance of these states, the formative time-lag 
Was studied and analysed by using Davidson theory, chapter 2. The results 
ot the measurements of the formative time lag is presented and discussed 
in section (6.2.2),while the analysis is presented in section (6.2.3). 
6.2.2. FORMATIVE TIME-LAG IN MERCURY VAPOUR. 
Measm-ements of formative time lags obtained from the first 
experimental tube, covered a range of E /p (E = V , V is the sparking 
s 0 s S B 
d 
-1 -1 Potential and d is the electrode separation) from 192 to 102{)-!r cm.mm.Hg . 
Four typiCal curves ot tle formative time-lag as a function of. the per~ent 
O"Iervoltage are shown in rlgs(44) and (45). A plot of the formativ~ t b :.e-
lags against E/p for a given percent overvoltage indicated that in the 
o 
region of Es/po above 480v cm!mm.Hg! the growth rate is getting slower 
as EJPo increases. It increases from 11 m.sec : at an E/po of 400v .cm: 
~.Hg! to 60 m.sec. at an E /p 1020 v.cm!mm.Hg~ for 0.25% over-voltage. 
s 0 
Since these measurements correspond to values of Es/Po on the left-hand 
side of the Paschen curve (Es/po at the minimum breakdown potential is 
about 465v.cm~mm.Hg~) it is to be expected that the secondary electron 
emission is caused by positive ions, because the excitation probability is very 
'Very low. In fact the time-lag in this region of E/p has only one signi-
o 
ticance, that it represents the time taken by the positive ions to reach 
the cathode from their point of formation (almost near the anode). In the 
r . / -1 -l-eg10n of E p between 210 and 48Ov.cm.mm.Hg. and for 0.25% overvoltage 
s 0 
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tig(46), the present time-lags show similar characteristics to the growth 
times obtained by Overton, fig (20 ). The most important or these charact-
eristics is the dependance of the growth times on the r~tio DId. At a 
Particular value ot E/p lower growth times are associated with higher 
o 
-1 -1 
ratio of DId. For example, at an E/p of 275Jr.cm.mm.Hg., the present 
o 
~eaBured time-lag is 13 m.sec. for D/d of 6.55, while the times obtained 
by Overton are of the order of 20 m.sec. and 16 m.sec. for DId of 4.3 and 
5 respectively. This point will be discussed again with respect to the 
results obtained from the second experimental tube. In the region or 
E/ -1 -1 • ult· . Po below 21Ov.cm.mm.Hg., contrary to the prevlous res s WhlCh stlll 
Bhow an increase in the time-lag. the present measured growth t imeR show 
that the breakdown process is becoming raster. The speeding up of the 
breakdown process in this region of E Ip is most likely due to the incre-
s 0 
ase in the population of the slow components (the photons and metastable 
atoms) as it has been seen in the last section. Unfortunately " due to the 
tixed electrode separation in this experimental tube, it was not possible 
to obtain another set of measurements ot the tormative time-lags at anoth-
er electrode separation. In order to investigate thoroughly the dependance 
at the growth times on the ratio of DId, the second experimental tube was 
deSigned with DDlch bigger electrode diameter (lOcm.) and with a variable 
electrode separation system as described in section (4.3.2). Curves of 
time-lag as a function ot percent overvoltage obtained trom the second 
tUbe are shown in tigs. (47) to (52.). The measured times covered a range 
ot Es/po trom 138 to 422v.cm~mm.Hg~t and of d from 0.42 to 0.95 .cm. and of Po 
from 0.9 to 5.8 mm.Hg. As it has been seen, tlu~i .. liq.uid mercury cathode 
~s contained ·in a glass cup in the centre of the ~u.~~. Change of the 
1" 
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temperature of the oven to vary the pressure inside the tube (to obtain 
a new E Ip ) caused some evaporation of the mercury in the cup. Due to 
s 0 
this evaporation, it was not possible to obtain a set of time-lag curves 
at the same electrode separation covering the wide range of Es/po' No 
risk was taken to maintain the mercury surface level at the same point ih 
the cup by evaporation of mercury from the side-arm, at the high tempera-
tures used in the present measurements. The maximum variation of the 
mercury surface level was not greater than 0.05 em., over the period(of 
12 hours) required for stabilization of the temperature inside the oven. 
However, 1m. sec., was the maximum difference between any t"TO r ea,dings of 
the time-lag at the same E Ip and 0.25% overvoltage, observed for a 
s 0 
difference 0.15cm. in the electrode separations. This is not sUL,];)ris ing , 
since a plot of the time-lag against DId, at 0.25% overvoltagt: px,d. B.t 
E Ip 275 and 200v. ciii~mm.Hg~ fig (54 ) shows that the formative p:1:' ( ~'I\rth ot s 0 
ionization is less sensitive to variation in the electrode s e:: ,p.r ""tion at 
this high ratio of DId. The results used in the above two cm."ves shown 
in fig(54) are taken from the present results (obtained fram the first 
and second tube) and those of Overton. 
The time-lag as a function of Es/Po for 0.25% overvoltage, obtained 
f'l:oom the second experimental tube and those of Overton for the same per-
cent overvoltage are shown in fig(55). In the range of E Ip above 35Ov. 
s 0 
-1 -1 
cm.mm.Hg., they are almost the same. In the range of E/po below 35Ov.em~ 
-1 lJUn.Hg., the present measured times, unlike the previous results, are 
Showing that the breakdown mechanism is becoming progressively faster up 
to an E Ip of about 16Ov.cii~mm.Hg~ In the range of E Ip below l60v.cm. 
s 0 s 0 
-1 lJUn.Hg., despite the fact that the present measurements are showing a slow 
increase, these times and thus the breakdown mechanism is much faster than 
- U4-
in the previous results. The speeding up of the breakdown mechanism at 
these high ratios of DId is most likely to be caused Qy the increase in 
the population of the active particles which are responsible for the 
breakdown mechanism. As will be seen later from the analys is of the 
reSults using Davidson's theory (section 6.2.3), it is found that at 
"Uues of E/p below 35OV.cm~mm.Hg~, the secondary electron emiss i on from 
o 
the cathode by the incidence of del~ed non-resonance photons ere becoming 
"ery important. The photons are found to be produced by' the volume destr-
Uction of the 2 3P2 metastable mercury atoms. Since the motion of the 
JIletastable atoms and the photons are entirely by their diffusion in the 
gas between the electrodes, then the rate of arrival of these photons at 
the cathode will depend on the solid angle between their point of forma-
tion and the cathode, since most of these photons are produced near the 
anOde, then their rate of arrival at the cathode will generally c.epend 
on the ratio of DId. For a tube for which the ratio DId is large, the loss 
01' the metastable atoms and photons from the gap will be small, and thus 
the rate of arrivals of photons at the cathode will be higher than in a 
tUbe for which DId is small. This is most likely to be the explanation 
1'or the dependance of the growth times on DId. At values of Es/Po above 
35o.".cm~mm.Hg7, however, it is found from the analy8is that the secondary 
entiesion is caused mainly by the mercury positive ions. Since that motion 
01' the positive ions is confined to the field lines, therefore, it is not 
surprising to find the growth times are independant on the ratio of DId 
in this region. 
'!'he speeding up of the temporal growth of current in the present results 
as E I -1 -1. . s Po gets lower than 35OV.cm.mm.Hg., 1S most l1kely to be caused by 
the increase in the population of 2 3P2 metastable mercury atoms as well 
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as of the increase in rates of their destruction in the gas. At these 
high ratios of D/d, as the pressure increases, (i.e. as Es/Po gets lower), 
it is to be expected that it will be accompanied by an increase in the 
POPulation of the 2 3P2 metastable atoms and also by an increase in the 
l'ate of their destruction (Le. deerea.ae in the life-time). This ~·Till 
lead to an increase in the rate of formation of the non-resona.n·~? pnot"ns 
(the probability of excitation of the 2 3P2 metastable atoms, fig(4), 
starting to increase very steeply at an energy of about 14 eV. An energy 
ot l4.3eV is expected to correspond to an E /p of 35Ov.cm:mm.Hg:> in the 
s 0 
diSCharge gap, and thus will be accompanied by an increase of their arriv-
aJ. at the cathode. )I is LI ibtuest 1 las. 
6.2.3. ANALYSIS OF THE FORMATIVE TIME-LAG MEASUREMENTS USING DAVIDSON'S 
THEORY 
6.2.3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As it has been seen from section (6.2.1), the appearance of 
the peaks in the curves of 'ol/o against E /p at low values of E /p 
s 0 s 0 
below 35Ov.cm:mm.Hg:) indicates the importance of the four P states of 
the mercury atoms together with the positive ions as secondary processes 
in a. mercury discharge. The observed growth currents indicate that a 
Slow process of a diffusive nature is operative. If undelayed photons 
Pl'Oduced from the de-excitation of the 1 3 Pl and Pl states to the ground 
sta.te lso are active, a time of the order of 108 to lo7sec • "Tould be 
~Pected. In the case of delayed resonance photons. however, Overton(54) 
aSS\1"'~_ bOffo 0 -1 
--...ug an a sorpt10n coe 1c1ent of the order of 200Ocm. and that the 
Photons reach the cathode ~J a diffusion process, calculated times of the 
Ol'del' ot 106 to 105sec • by using Davidson's growth equation (2.25). Thus 
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the calculated times for the last case differ little fr~m those expected 
if' an undel~ed photon process is active. 
~_. 4 ~ ~lft velocity of the order of 10 cm.sec., 
f' -4 o 10 sec. For metastable mercury atoms 
Mercury positive ions with a 
would give times of the order 
:c (3P2 ) to act alone as a second-
ary process at the cathode, times of the order of 100m. sec. would be 
~equired for the breakdown to occur. Comparison of these times with the 
observed growth times, indicated that none of these processes could account 
alone for the breakdown mechanism. However it suggested that it could be 
aCCounted for by a combination between these last two processes and one or 
both of those discussed previously in section (2.3). Therefore a combina-
tion of either of the following t"t'TO processes and the positive ion process 
"'e~e considered. 
(a) The action of metastable atoms. 
(b) The action of del~ed non-resonance photons. 
POrlllative time-lags were caJ.culated using the appropriate temporal grmTth 
Of current equation from Davidson's theory (chapter 2) on the basis of the 
si~Ultaneous action of the primary ionization process and one of the above 
Combinations of secondary processes active at the cathode. The caJ.culated 
ti~es were compared with the observed time-lags to enable the unimportant 
secondary processes to be eliminated and the important secondary ionization 
Coefficients to be estimated. The analysis was applied only to results 
Obtained from the second tube. The time-lag was calculated at each parti-
CUlar Es/po for a range ot overvoltage between 0.2% and 2% and over a 
~ange of E/p from 138 to 422v.cm;mm.Hg; The calculations and their 
o 
interpretation are presented in the following sections. 
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6.2.3.2. CALCULATION OF THE IOIUZATION GROWTH TIMES FOR SECONDARY ELECTRON 
EMISSION BY METASTABLE ATOMS. ' 
In order to calculate the growth times from equation (2.2.5) .7 'r 
under particular conditions. it is essential to find the real solution A 
~hich satisfies the equation (2.27) e ( A) = o. This function was solved 
firstly for A graphically by plotting e( A) against A. This was done 
in the preliminary calculations to find the behaviour of the function e (A ) 
and the order of magnitude of the real solution (non-trivial solution) A 
Calculation of e(A) as a function of A was performed for the experi-
-1 -1 ~ntal curves of time-lags at E Ip of 422, 192 and l66.6v.cm.mm.Hg. For 
s 0 
each of these curves the function SeA} was determined for six values of 
OVervoltages and for nine choices of metastable atoms' contribution in 
(equation 2.29). Thus calculation of e(A) as a function of A was 
Performed for 54 different conditions for each of the experimental curves. 
TyPical curves of the function e (A ) as a fUnction of A are shown in 
figs .(56} and (57), which are for the experimental conditions of the form-
ative time-lag curve at E Ip of l66.6v.cm~mm.Hg~ The curves in fig(56) 
s 0 
W'ere calculated for 1% overvoltage and different percent contribution , 
( t. / a . xlOO) of the metastable atoms (£. I a in wi a , thos e in fig (;7 ) wra' 
W'ere calculated for 10% metastable atoms contribution and for different 
Percent overvoltages. It can be seen from fig( 56) that as the percent 
Contribution of metastable atoms is decreased, the curves cut the e(A) • 0 
~B at shallow angles, and there is a real solution A for each of the 
fiVe curves. From fig(57) however, it can be seen that there i8 only a 
real solution A for the first: four percent overvoltages. In most cases, 
there was not a real solution A, for overvoltages above 2%, the only 
~ , 
SOlution was found to be a trivial one (i. e. at A- a ). Fulker (65) , 
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stUdying the time-lag in neon, also could not find a real solution (non-
trivial solution) at 2% percent overvoltage. It is difficult to see any 
I, I ,.: 
PhYSical reason which could account for this lack of a -, real solut~on at 
I 
high overvoltages. 
Knowing the characteristics of the function S().) ,the formative 
time_lag was calculated using Davidson's theory as described in section 
(2.2) involving the emission of secondary electrons from the cathode by 
llletastable atoms and positive ions and undelayed photons. An Elliot t 410:1 
Computer was used to facilitate the calculations. In the following program 
Some of the symbols used in the equations in section (2.2) have been changed 
to make the program acceptable in the Fortran 4 computer language. The 
corresponding symbols are listed below. 
A. 
= 
GS 
= 
1) 
= 
1> 
= 
'l' 
= 
E 
= 
E 
= 
Q 
= 
li'Q = 
li'QZ= 
a 1:1: 
l3.6. 1:1: 
li' 
= 
S 
= 
a 
w/a 
d 
Po 
T 
E/a 
Y + 6/a 
A 
F( ). ). 
Fl( ). ) = 
('ead_ l-
ead 
- ad 
1 - y + 
OF().) 
OA 
- 1. 
o/a ) 
Primary ionization coefficient. 
Generalized Secondary ionization coefficient. 
electrode separation. 
reduce~ pressure. 
Temperature in degrees Kelvin. 
Secondary ionization coefficient for metastable atoms. 
positive ion and photon secondary ionization coeffi-
cients taken together. 
( ad e - 1). 
/0. (a 2 d)(ead _ 1). E 
- ad 
e - ad - 1 
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R = I(d,t) 
10 
RV .. I(o,t) 
I 
o 
c = C2 square of the average velocity of the metastable atoms. 
STY. N number of atoms per cm~ 
Diffusion coefficient of metastable atoms. 
the formative time-lag. 
The expressions Y, W, "IN, U, FQ,A., and FQB were used to facilitate the 
Program. 
The program calculates TF (time-lag) for 8 curves of the time-lag in each 
!'Un. For each curve, TF was calculated at 6 overvoltages corresponding 
to 0.2%, 0.4% 0.6%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%. At each percent overvoltage, TF was 
CalCUlated for 9 choices of the secondary ionization coefficients satisfy-
ing the relation, as = E + EP. Thus the time-lag was calculated for 54 
ditferent conditions for each experimental curve of time-lag. The real 
(non-trivial) solution). was determined automatic~ by "DO" loop and 
"IF" statement to an accuracy of 0.01%. Equation (2.25) was simplified 
by neglecting the constant A{= 1 d ) since it can be emitted 
1 ~ (ell - 1 
at large observed times, without any serious error in the validity of' the 
eqU.ation. The dif'fllsion coefficient "Tas determined from the relation, (70) • 
(2C2)~/3 si2' where C is the mean velocity ot the atom, N is the number ot 
atoms per C.C.(= Po x 101/2.821), and S12 is the average diameter of the 
nol'lnaJ. and metastable atoms ot being 3~ 75 x 108cm. 
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.The program. 
DO 500 N=1,8 
READ(7,100)D,GS,P,T 
DO 400 M=1,6 
READ(7,100)A 
RV=2 RV=200000.0 
REX=O.l 
DO 200 K=1,9 
REx:=REX+O.l 
EP=GS-E 
B=(EXP(A*D»-l.O 
BA=B-(A*D) 
F=l.O-EP*B 
S=(E*(A**2.0)*D*B)/BA 
35 Q=O.O 
ZINC=O.l 
DO 30 J=1,4 
40 .Q=Q+ZINC 
Y=(Q+A)*«(Q-A)*F)-S) 
w=EXP( (A-Q)*D) 
WV=EXP(-2.0*Q*D) 
FQ-(Y*(1.0-WV»+(2.0*S*Q*W)-(2.0*S*WV*Q) 
IF{FQ+0.O)50,60,40 
50 Q=Q.-ZINC 
ZINC=ZINC/10.O 
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30 CONTINUE 
60 Y=(Q+A)*«(Q-A)*F)-S) 
200 
400 
500 
l.00 
300 
W=EXP( (A-Q)*D ) 
WV=EXP(-2.0*Q*D) 
U=(2.0*«Q**2.0)-A**2.0»*(1.0-WV»/Q 
FQA=(2.0*Q*F)-S-(2.0*S*«Q*D)-1.0)*vr 
FQ,B=(lN*( (2. O*F*D*( (A**2. 0 )-( Q**2.0» )+( 2. *D*S* (A-Q) )+( 2. *Q*F )+S) ) 
FQZ=FQZ-F~ 
R==RV/B 
C=1.25*(10.O**6.0)*T 
STY=P*(lO.0**17.0)/2.826642 
DFM=«2.0*C)**O.5)/(STY*1.90755*(10.0**(-14.0») 
TF-(ALOG«R*FQZ)/U»/(DFM*(Q**2.0» 
WRITE(2,300)TF ,A ,REX ,Q,DFM 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(4FO.0) 
FORMAT(lHO,6E12.5) 
STOP 
END 
'rile Calculated time-lags were plotted against percent overvoltage am 
cOlnpared with the experimental ones. At all percent contribution of't/a 
and y + 6/0. in w/a ,the calculated growth times proved to be 
Slaw. For 90% of' the metastible atoms in w/a the calculated times 
lrere about one order of' magnitude higher than the measure ones. At an 
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E/po of 294v.eDi~mm.H8~, the calculated time-lag vas 15 times too great 
'II ' " 
for 0.2% overvoltage, and 6 times too great for 2% overvoltage. The 
theoretical and the observed , time-lag curves, at this value of E /p can 
s 0 
be seen in fig(58). The theoretical curve is for 10% metastable atom 
Contribution in w/a Therefore, it was concluded that the combina-
tion of secondary processes considered above, can not account for the 
breakdown in mercury vapour in the range of Es/po considered. 
6.2.3.3 CALCULATION OF THE FORMATIVE TIME-LAG FOR SECONDARY ELECTRON 
EMISSION BY DELAYED NON-RESONANCE RADIATION. 
In the modified theory by Davidson disnussed in section (2.3) 
it is shown that by applying equation (2.51) to a particular gas, the 
formative time-lag can be calculated for delayed radiation and pqsitive 
ion action at the cathode. It has been shawn also that there are several 
Collisional processes known to occur in the gas which can ultimately give 
rise to secondary emission after a relatively lons del~ bet,"een the 
initial electron-atom exciting collisions and the release of a cathode 
electron. The most likely del~ed processes to occur in a mercury discharge ,.are , 
(1) Imprisoned resonance radiation which proceeds to the cathode according 
to Hoelstein-Biberman transport theory. 
(2) Collision induced non-resonance radiation. 
If the motion of the imprisoned resonance photons is governed by 
the Hoelstein-Biberman transport law, then the total delay time Tl' has 
been shown (equation 2.32) to depend on the life-time of the resonance 
state TO' and on the number of absorptions and re-emissions made in 
traversing the discharge gap. It has been seen in section (6.2.1.3) that 
the phonona ot most importance are those produced in the transition ~l to lso 
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with a wavelength of l849.R. An average of 2.56 x 103 absorptions and re-
emissions will take place when these photons travel through lcm.gap 
distance. The average life-time of this state is about 1.3 x l09sec .(66), 
therefore a delay time Tl of the order of 3.33 x lo6sec • would be expected, 
~ich is very low to account for the measured growth times. In the case 
of the photons which correspond to the transition 3Pl to lso' of average 
lite-time 1.18 x lo7sec .(67), a total delay time of 1.2 x lo4sec • would 
be expected for the same gap distance. During this time a large number 
ot the atoms in the state 3Pl will degenerate to the state 3Po (7 ) in 
two body collisions vi th the lS ground state atoms. The cross-section for 
o 
this transition, being 3.1 x l017cm~,is about 14 times higher than the 
cross-section for the transition 3Pl to lso' being 2.2xIO-
18 cm2 (68). 
Yavorskii( . 69 ) determined the maximum excitation cross-section to the 
state 3p 1 from the ground state to be 1. 05xiO-~'Cm2. '. ' Comp!irisorl' of' <the 
above values and the one given in section (6.2.1.3) suggests that the 
delayed photons emitted in the transition 3Pl to Iso would not lead to a 
substantial photoelectric emission in a mercury discharge. 
In collision-induced non-resonance radiation, metastable atoms 
emit non-resonance photons through a straight transition to the ground 
states by breaking the selection rules. As it has been seen from 
section (6.2.1.3) the most likely non-resonance photons which are capable 
or emitting secondary electrons from the cathode, are those emitted in the 
transition 3P2 to lso' Couillette(70) has concluded that there is a 
diSSipative process in which one collision in 1300 with normal mercur,y 
atoms results in the metastable mercury atom losing its excitation energy 
ZeX!lansky (71) has also shawn that there is a probability ot 9xl04 of the 
- l2 1~ -
mercury metastable atoms losing their excitation energies in two-body 
Collisions with ground state mercury atoms. For an electrode separation 
I 
of lcm., mercury metastable atom, moving through the gap without lateral 
deflection, will on the average make 200 collisions at pressure of lmm. 
Hg. At a pressure of 4mm.Hg., however it will make about 900 collisions. 
Therefore it seems likely that the 3P2 metastable mercury atom will have 
ample opportunity of losing its excitation energy in this manner, result-
ing in volume destruction with a subsequent emission of non-resonance 
photons. If the secondary electron emission is caused by these non-
resonance photons,the del~ time Tl (i.e. the average life-time of ~2 
state) would be expected to depend on the pressure, since the number of 
dissipative collisions per cm. is dependant on the pressure. According 
to CouiIUtte and Zemansky's values, a life-time of the order 67 to 
51 x 106 sec. and 280 to 215 x 106sec • would be expected at pressures of 
4 and lmm.Hg. respectively. 
Aubrecht (56) working on the afterglow spectrum of a rf mercury 
diSCharge, has determined the life-time of the 3P2 state to be 46.8 x 10
6 
Sec. in the regian of pressure between 0.5 and 3 mm.Hg. This determinat-
ion was based on the assumption that the 3P2 metastable atom is destroyed 
in a two body collision with another 3P2 metastable atom. 
On these semi-quantative grounds, it would appear unlikely that the 
imprisoned resonance radiation produced from the transitions ~l to 15
0 
and 3Pl to 150 will lead to a substantial secondary emission, and any 
Photoelectric emission is more likely to be caused b,y the action of the 
non-resonance radiation which is produced in the volume destruction of the 
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state 3P2• However a detailed quantative analysis of the observed growth 
times using Davidson's theory (section 2.3) is necessary before a reliable 
Conclusion concerning the relative importance of these two possible 
del~ed radiation processes can be obtained. 
The formative time lag was calculated from equation (2.51) on the 
assumption that a combination of positve ions and del~ed radiation is 
active at the cathode as the secondary process. It can be seen from 
equation (2.45), that at a particular value of overvoltage and a given 
Choice of secondary ionization coefficients ( 6l /a and y in equation 
2.53), the value of y of P which satisfies F{P), and therefore the 
Calculated growth times, will depend on the value of the del~ time Tl • 
Now it has just been seen that there are two possible delayed radiation 
processes and each of them has a variable delay time ranging from 5xl05 
t -4 o 5xlO sec. Therefore in the calculation of the time-lag at a particular 
Value of overvoltage and choice of the secondary ionization coefficients 
Tl was treated as a variable and given 12 choices 
Of delay times. Preliminary analysis showed that the values of T 1 
required to account for the observed gro,fth times are equal or higher 
than 50xl06sec. Therefore in the analysis of the present results 't was 
1 
V • -6 6 -6. ;t6 ar1ed between 50xlO sec. to OOxlO sec., l.n steps of 50xlu sec. The 
fOllowing program was written by the present author to facilitate the 
Calculation of the time-lag using the equations (2.45) to(2.53). Some of 
the variables used in these equations had to be changed to suit computer 
Fortran 4 language. The corresponding variables are given below:-
A 
n 
= a 
= d 
primary ionization coefficient. 
electrode separation. 
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EP • " Y" positive ions secondary ionization coefficient. 
ED = 0l/a Del~ed photons seconaary ionization coefficient. 
GS = w/a generalized (or total) secondary ionizatiOn coefficient. 
EB = E/p ratio of the field strength to reduced pressure of 
o 
RE 
TE 
Q 
FQ 
FQD 
mercury vapour. 
= drift velocity of positive ions. 
= £ average electron energy in election volt unit (Overton). 
= w drift velocity of electrons. 
= average total del~ time in the case of resonance photons 
or the average life-time of the metastag!e states in case 
of non-resonance radiation. 
= ). of P which satisfies the equation F(P) = 0 
= F(P) 
= Fl(P) the first differential with respect to P of F(P) evalua-
ted at the ~ of P which satisfies the equation F(P) = o. 
" 
RV = i(dat) 
FTL 
X 
Xz 
13 
BA 
V 
FLD. 
10 
• i(o,t) 
I 
o 
= t the formative time-lag-, 
= 1/1 = a - >../w_ 
= • = a - ~/W 
= e 
lIJd 
= 
e,d 
= (1 + ~ • T1 ) 
1 a 1 + 1 
loT H+ W-
FCD and FDD are intermediate expressions used to simplify the program. 
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.The Program: 
DO 6~ N=1,12 
READ(3,1~~)D,GS,EB 
DO 55~ M=1,6 
READ(3,1~~)A 
DO 5~0 K=1,2 
READ(3,100)WB 
REX-0.08 
DO 520 I II: 1,1~ 
REZ=REX*1~0.~ 
EP=GS*REX 
EOIIGS-EP 
REXII:REX+0.~8 
TEa:0.~ 
ACDIlt).~0~~5 
DO 450 J=1,12 
TE=TE+ACD 
RE=«EB/42.0)+6.~)*1.6*(10.~**(-12.0» 
WE=(2.~*RE /(9.107*(10.~**(-28.~»»**~.5 
W= (l-ffi*WB) / (WE+WB ) 
QII~.~ 
ZINCa:5~.0 
DO 400 IJ=1,5 
350 QaQ+zmc 
Xa:A-(Q/WE) 
XZ=A-{Q/W) 
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B=EXP(X*D) 
BA=EXP(XZ*S) 
V=l.¢+(Q*TE) 
FQ=l.-«A*ED*(B-l.~»/(V*X»-«A*EP*(BA-l.»/XZ) 
IF(FQ-~.~)35~,6~,3~~ 
3~~ Q=Q-ZINC 
ZINC=ZnrC/10.~ 
4~~ CONTINUE 
60 X=A-(Q/WE) 
. 
52~ 
5~~ 
55~ 
600 
250 
200 
XZ=A-(Q/W) 
B=EXP(X*D) 
BA=EXP(XZ*D) 
v=1.~+(Q*TE) 
FLD=(A*ED)/(WE*(X**2.~)*(V**2.~» 
FCD=FLD*{(WE*X*TE*(B-l.»+(V*««X*D)-l.)*B)+l.») 
FDD=( (A*EP) * « { (XZ*D )--1.0 )*BA)+1.0»)/ (lv*(XZ**2.0» 
FQD=FCD+FDD 
RV=20000¢.'/J 
R=RV/«EXP(A*D»-l.'/J) 
FTL=(ALOG(Q*FQD*R»/Q 
WRITE(2,2~)FTL,REZ,A,TE,W,Q,EB 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(F15.7) 
FORMAT(lH0,1'/JEl7.5) 
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STOP 
END 
This program has five loops. The first loop enabled the measured time-lag 
at twelve values of E /p to be analysed in one sum. The second loop 
s 0 
enabled the time-lag to be calculated at each E/po' for six values of over-
Voltages which covered a range between 0.2% and 2%. The third loop helped 
to find out the effect of the drift velocities of the atomic and molecular 
mercury positive ions on the time-lag. The values of the drift velocities 
Were those determined by Kovar (55). The fourth loop enabled the calcula-
tion to be performed for ten choices of ~l/a and y, such that 
~l/a + Y = w/a Finally the fifth one enabled the time-lag to be 
determined for each of the above variables (i.e. 10 choices of secondary 
Coefficients, 2 choices of drift velocities and six choices of overvoltages) 
at 12 values of T l' The accuracy of determining the value of Q of FQ=O 
was better than 0.001%. 
The analysis applied to all the present experimental curves of time-lag 
8«ainst overvoltage. It was found in all cases, that the difference 
between the drift velocities of the atomic and molecular ions had negligible 
etfect on the calculated time-lag, a difference of 11500 cm.per sec. resul-
ted "in a difference of only 0.07 m.seco, in the calculated times. The 
theoretical time-lag at constant Es/po was then plotted as a function of 
percent overvoltage and compared to the experimental curves. At any 
Particular value of Es/po' the agreement between the theoretical and 
eJcperimental curves, over the whole range of overvoltage, was found at 
only one particular value of Tl. Fig(S9) shows a typical plot of the 
Observed and calculated time-lags at E /p of 272.lv.cm!DII1oHg!, and 
s 0 
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reduced pressure of 2.47 mm.Hg. Only the 4 closest theoretical curves are 
included. The four theoretical curves show that the best fit is at a 
value of T1 of 50x106sec. and 36% of 61/a • 
w/a 
The values of T1 required in order to obtain agreement to within 10% 
between calculated and measured growth times, obtained in this way, are 
given below in table (6.2.1) 
Table (6.2.1) 
p (mm.Hg.) 
0 
d(cm) Es/po 'tlx 1~6sec. 
5.8 0.72 13.8 150 
5.6 0.4776 166.6 50 
4.5 0.45 192.35 50 
4.2 0·7 160.2 50 
3 0 .... 2 240.5 50 
2.47 0.465 272.1 50 
2.45 0.8 196.4 50 
2 0.71 236.3 100 
1.58 0.6563 294.4 150 
1.4 0.83 271.9 100 
0.95 0.72 422 250 
0.9 0.9 357 300 
In ord.- to decide, trOll th ••• ftluee cst 'fl vbich c4 the two 4.elIrre4 
Photon processes is the more important, the role of each process will be 
discussed separately in the following two sections. 
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6. 2 ~!3. 4~ THE ROLE- OF IMPRISOrllm RESONANCE RADIATION. 
It has been seen earlier in this section the delay time for 
the ( lpl + lSO) photons was only -3 x io6sec. ~ ,·,hich is far too short 
compared with the lowest required value of Tl ' However for the (3Pl • 
lS ) photons the delay times are between 75 to l20xlo6sec. for electrode 
o 
separations between 0.4 and lcm. These del~ times are of the order of 
!pagni tude of some of the required values of T 1 in table (~JJ.). The 
relation T 1 = T (31T 2d ) ~ x 0.87, shows that if this process is solely 
o ). 
responsible for the delayed photoelectric emission, then the required 
times should be a function of the gap separation d over the 'tmole range 
of E /p analyzed. Comparison of the values of T 1 and the electrode 
s 0 
separation in tab2 (6.2.1) shous that T 1 is not a function of d. There-
fore it is concluded that this process is not of great importtance, which 
agrees with the conclusion reached earlier in the section. 
6.~.3.5 THE ROLE OF COLLISION-INDUCED NON-RESONANCE RADIATION. 
It has been seen earlier in ~ section that if non-resonance 
photons produced in the volume destruction of the 3p 2 metastable atoms are 
responsible for the observed ionization growth times, then the required 
del~ time ~l should depend on the pressure (i.e. density) (38). 
Comparison of the values of pressure and the required values Tl (table6.~~1.) 
shows that for pressures up to 2.~.Hg. Tl is dependant on the pressure 
which indicates the dominance of the volume destruction process of 3P2 
metastable atoms. In the range of pressures from 2.5 to 5.6mm.Hg., 
however, the required values of Tl show independance of the pressure. 
Since the lowest value of Tl involved in the calculation of the growth 
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times is 50xlo6sec., it is difficult to be sure that tl would be 
independant of the pressure. 
Assuming that 3P2 metastable mercury atoms are de-excited in two body 
collisions with the ground state atoms within the discharge volume, and 
that the value of the dissipative collision probability is 9xl04 (71 ), 
the lite-time was calculated as the reciprocal of the number of the 
dissipative collisions per sec. The life-times obtained in this way show 
a reasonable agreement with the required values of Tl , fig (60) (except 
the point at p = 5.8). When the calculation was repeated, using 
o 
Coullette's value for the probability of dissipative collisions (7.77 x 
4 l~ ), the calculated life-times were slightly higher than the required 
values of t l , especially in the range of Po from 1 to 4 mm.Hg.(tig(60 ». 
The above two agreement suggests that in the range ot pressure 0.9 to 5.6 
mm.Hg., the active non-resonance photons are produced by the volume 
destruction of 3P2 metastable mercury atoms in two body collisions with 
the lso ground state mercury atoms. Aubrecht's (56 ) value of 47xlo6sec. 
is in good agreement ,-lith the required values of tl at pressures between 
2.5 and 5.6 mm.Hg., however the agreement is poor in the range ot pressures 
below 2.5 mm.Hg., where he had made his observations. The rate of the 
de-excitation process, of the 3P2 state, considered by Aubrecht would be 
proportional to the pressure, and therefore the life time would be 
inversely proportional to it. Consequently the lite-time would be expect-
ed to vary by a factor of 6 over the range of pressure (0.5 to 3 mm.Hg.) 
that he studied. Therefore a life-time ot 47xl06sec. would not be expected 
to account tor the observed growth times over the whole range of pressure. 
unless there was some other destfuction process in Aubrecht's discharge 
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which he did not consider. It is of interest to notice that an 
extrapolation of the required values of tl fig( 60 ), gives a value of 
0.5m.sec. at a pressure of 0.6mm.Hg. This is the required value of the 
life-time of the 3P2 metastable mercury atoms which is given by Overton, 
section (3.2.2.), for his interpretation of the time-lags observed at 
pressures from 0.6 to 0.63mm.Hg. 
The observed time-lag at E /p of l38v.cm~mm.Hg~ and pressure of 5.8mm.Hg. 
s 0 
is rather unexpected, since the lowest life-times found to give an 
-6 agreement was l50xlO sec. The closest calculated and experimental time-
lags at this value of E /p , are shown in fig (61 ). It must be mentioned 
s 0 
here, that the breakdown potential, at the value of pod at this value of 
Es/po' confirmed that the cathode conditions had not changed. Also the 
secondary ionization coefficient ( 6 1/ a and y) obtained by the ana.l.ysis 
was not anomalous. 
THE VARIATIOn OF THE SECONDARY IONIZATION COEFFICIENTS WITH E /p 
s o. 
Fig( 62) shows the percent contribution of the positive ion, 
and the nonresonance radiation, <5 l /al in OJ/a obtained by' the 
present analysis as a function of E /p. The increase in the percent 
s 0 
contribution of the non-resonance radiation ( ~l/a 100) at low E /p is 
s 0 
a reflection of the increase in the probabilit~7gf excitation to the 3P2 
mercury metastable state (fig( 4» at low energies. The decrease of the 
percent contribution of 0l/a in the region of E /p below l6ov. cm~JJIIl. 
s 0 
H- l • . t· g. 1S more 1nteres 1ng since the probability of excitation to this state 
(3P2 ) starts decreasing sharp~ beyond this region. However this can be 
better seen from the curves in fig(63) showing the variation of secondary 
ionization coefficients alta and y as a function of E /p These s o. 
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values of 6 1/ a and y are obtained by multiplying the appropriate 
percent contribution by w / a which are shown in fig( 43 ). The most 
strikin6 feature of these curves is the dominance of 0l/a in the 
region of E /p below 25Ov.cm~mm.Hg~ The feature of the curve of the 
s 0 
secondary ionization coefficient 6 1/ a is that it bears a very close 
resemblance to the excitation probability curve of the 3P2 state. As 
E Ip is increased from low values (i.e. as the energy is increased) the 
s 0 
probability of excitation increases very sharply to a maximum and then 
starts decreasing more slowly. Therefore the similar variation of the 
with E /p is not surprising since it lTould be expected if the 
s 0 
photoelectric emission ( 6 1/ a ) by the non-resonance radiation produced 
by the volume destruction of the 3P2 metastable atoms was operative. If 
it is assumed that the relation given by Overton (54 ) for the mean 
electron energy, '£ -E/p 6 % 
- 0 + ,is within 10 ~ accuracy, then a maximum 
42 
of 0l/a at E /p of l66v.cm~mm.ng~ would correspond to an energy of 
s 0 
10ev. The maximum probability of excitation of the 3P2 state ( 4 ) is 
at 8.3eV. The points joined by a vertical solid line in figs( 62) and 
(63 ) are due to difficulties in finding the rieht percent contribution. 
The broken line drawn between the two points on the y curve in fig ( 63 ) 
is believed to be the most likely variation of y 1·Tith E /p • S 0 A sudden 
change in y is not expected since the action of positive ions at the 
cathode is entirely by virtue of their potential energy. Probably the 
sud"en change is caus ed by error in w/ a it must be remembered that 
w/a is very sensitive to any errors in determining a (due to the 
exponential factor "), As it has been seen, the computations are insufficien-
tly sensitive to the values assigned to ionic velocities to enable a 
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distinction to be made between the roles of atomic and molecular mercury 
ions in this present investigation. The work of Kovar (55 ) on the ion 
mobilities of mercury ions in a Townsend discharge could not detect any . 
~, + -1 -1 882 at an E Ip above 200v.cm.mm.Hg. The work of von-Engel and s 0 
Aubrecht (lB~ has confirmed that there is a high cross-section(5xl014cm2) 
for the formation of Hg; at pressures above 1.5mm.Hg. Therefore, if 
there is a Hg~ ion contribution to OJI a it would be expected only at 
-1 -1 low E Ip , generally lower than 25Ov.cm.mm.Hg., where the pressure is 
s 0 
high and thus the excitation probability to the states 3po and 3Pl are 
high (which are mainly responsible for the formation of Hg~ in a mercury 
discharge) • It would be expected therefore tha.t at' E /p. above :a50"volts cm-l 
S 0 
l!lID.Hg -~ •. y io mostly the contribution of atomic mercury positive ions. 
From Overton's analysis, 55% and 60% y contribution would be expected at 
an E /p of 358 and 39lv.cm~mm.Hg~ respectively. From the present 
S 0 
analysis, 80% and 85% would be expected at the same values of E /p. The 
s 0 
difference betWeen these values can be easily caused by inaccuracy of 
1m.sec. difference in the measurements of the time-lag. However his 
analysis, shovrn in section (3.2.2) tables (3.2. ) and (3.2. ) shows 
that the agreement between his calculated and experimental time-lag is 
restricted to high overvoltages ( ~ 1.15%). 
His results indicate that a big deviation (much more than 20%) would be 
expected at low values of overvoltage( ~ 0.5%). 
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6.2.4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK IN MERCURY. 
The present measurements of the time-lags , together with 
those of Overton, indicate the importance of the gap geometry in the 
mercury discharge. The loss of the active particles, at small r atios of 
D/d, not only will effect the ionization grmvth rates, but also as we 
have seen, the breakdown potential and thus the total secondary ionization 
coefficient. At hiBh ratio (10-20 ), the use of Davidson's analysis shows 
that a combination of delayed non-resonance photon and positive ion 
secondary processes tOBether with the primary ionization processes can 
account for the observed growth times in the region of E /p bebTeen 138 
s 0 
and 422v.cm~mm.Hg~, and in the range of pressure used between 0.9 to 
5.6mm.Hg. Comparison of the required values of Tl _ with that calculated by 
using Zemansky's value of the probability of destruction shows that the. 
non-resonance photons are produced by the vol.ume destruction of the triplet 
3 P2 metastable atoms in two body collisions "-lith the ground mercury atoms . 
The contribution of the non-resonance photons produced in the de-
excit.ation of 3p metD.stable atoms to the ground state has been eliminated 
o 
on the basis of its low energy (4.66eV) compared to the work function of 
the liquid mercury cathode ( -4.5eV ) and also on the basis of the low 
3 Po excitation probability. Comparison of the delay times, associated 
3 1 
with the imprisoned photons ( Pl - So), with the required times Tl has 
Shown that these photons are unimportant as a secondary process. The last 
conclusion is supported by the low energies (4. 86 eV) and the cross-
section of deactivation of the 3Pl state to the 3po state which is higher 
than to the ls ground state. Due to the high energy (6.6eV) and the high 
o 
numbers of the undelayed photons produced in the transition (~l to lSo)' 
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it may contribute to the secondary ionization coefficient. Since the 
calculations are not sensitive to distinguish between ~~e fast secondary 
processes (i.e. atomic positive ion, molecular positive ion, and 
undelayed photons (6/a», therefore the calculated values of y 
includes any ionization resulting fram the action of undelayed photons 
at the cathode. Also, there m~ be some molecular ion contribution at 
values of E /p below 25Ov.cm~mm.Hg~ 
s 0 
taken as the average life-time of the 
The required value of Tl is 
3P2 metastable mercury atoms. To 
confirm the values of Tl and the other conclusions reached from the 
application of Davidson's analysis, measurements of the life-time of the 
3P2 metastable state, and its variation with pressure are needed by 
direct methods (i.e. optical absorption methods, or observation of the 
mercury after glow). Also Data on the electron drift velocities and 
electron energy distribution needed to be obtained to enable the use 
of the theory of Emeleus, Lunt and Meek, since values of alp as a function 
o 
of E/p has already been established in mercury discharge. 
o 
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APPENDIX I 
DAVIES-f\fILNE M1ALYSIS 
Three simultaneous current grouth eoua.tions ot the form 
i = i 
o 
n{V-V ) 
e 0 
~e taken for three values of current and voltage (il,Vl ), (i2 ,V2) and (i3'V~) 
at a given value of E/po' w/a, i and V can then be eliminated, producin~ 
o 0 
By using r!ewton' s method of' successive approximation a value of n may be 
. Obtained to any required aecuracy, by estimating a value of n and substituting 
this in the expression 
1 
n = '1 - t(n) 
~(n) 
Where n1 is a closer approximation to the true value of '1, and r-('1) is the 
first derivative of fen). 
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